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i AMONG THE

JONES,

Smith & Machinist,

MAINS.
SOUTH PARIS,
Manufacturer of general machinery, steam en
anil tools,
machinery
mill
work,
spool
<!ne.-,
[•oit*. Ht
taps, «lté» au<l drills made and
rvualre>l.
Sewing, mowing and threshing ma
eht ne», pumps of all kinds, presses, ruu», pis
to.->, knives. trap», etc., neatlv and promptly re
paired. Steam and water plplug «lune to order.

^LKERT

1>.

"SPKKU

Licensed

FLOW."

Corrvrfixm l nee on i>r*cUcal agricultural topic*
U solicit*.· 1
Λ'Μιχμ-ι nil commun! allons In·
te licit fur Uils <lepaitn)eut to
IlKMtT O.
It
m si>, Agricultural KUitor Oifo;d Democrat, I'artf, Me.

ΡΑΚΗ.

SOUTH PARIS,

ΤΗ Κ

FARMERS.

DAIRYING VS. BEfcF GROWING.

Auctioneer,

MAINE.

THE

OTHER

S11>K

IS IIEAKD

FROM.

Terme Moderate.

recent paper I noticed au article
M. Kichardson headed, "Dairying
was amused
vs. Beet' Growing," and
w lien 1 read it to see how one sided an
argument a man eau make when he
wishes to prove his way is the best. lie
says a good cow should produce -iOO
/I L. BUCK.
pounds of butter in a year at an average
price of 20 cents, giving a gross income
Surgeon Dentist,
of *00.
Perhaps she should produce
MAINS.
SOUTH PARIS,
that amount, and there are cows that
with extra care can be made to produce
All my heat work warranted.
considerably more than that. But I
have this to say, that 1 have collected
OKATIO WOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,
^
cream for about eight years, from several
hundreds of cows, and from some of the
Physician & Surgeon,
best farmers in this section and I never
MAINS.
SOUTH PARIS,
yet have seen the farmer who has sold
< >®ce and residence, 14 High Street.
cream enough to make oOO pounds of
butter per cow in a year, no matter
K. SMITH,
whether he had one cow or twenty. I
have one patron that with two cows has
Attorney at Law,
sold over i»0 pounds in one month, but
MAINS
NORWAY,
he never has reached OOO pounds iu a
<à· ectîont· a .*pt οΙλ.ι,
Ilo.ne Β oik
year. 200 pounds per cow would be
more than my patrons would average.
ΓΙ.ΑΥΤΟΝ Κ. BKOOKS,
We want to know what a good cowwill pay with good keeping and care such
A'torcey at Law.
as the average farmer can give her, and
Notary Public.
uot w hat some expert can do with his
MAINE.
Mr. Richardson says that if you
SOUTH PARIS,
cows.
Collections receive my promt per-onal at'entlon. have a farm that will keep 10 head of
Remittances made day claim Is paid.
cattle, you can keep S cows and 2 heifers
All matters reported on promptly.
anil have 2 cows to sell each year,
which he will call *70. It seems to me
/ < EoROf. P. J« »N ES A SON,
that the $70, or a large part of it, should
11
be credited to the farm and not to the
Denti-its,
cows, for the cows have nothing to do
MAINE,
NORWAY,
with the heifers after they are weaned.
lu» Main St.
Then he says if you go into beef raising and sell your stock at two years old
tKKICK A PARR.
you cannot sell over three hcadaud keep
Attorneys at Law,
your stock good in a year, and that $50
would be a good price for them at two
MAINS.
KETHEL,
years old, thus giving only -SÔO a year vs.
Klijrj C "ark
Addison K. ilerrlct.
If that is a fact, 1
$470 for dairying.
would not blame any one for not raising
Oil Ν S. HARLOW,
beef. I uever knew before that a cow
that raised a beef animal was uot good
Attorney at Law,
for anything else, but always supposed
4 AIMS.
DIXFIRLD,
(the might do fairly well
producing

>1SI$KK Α PAKKER,

j

Attorneys and Counsellor· at I.aw,
MAINS.
KLMKOKU FALLS,
A Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parkei
tieorgv I>. Btobee,

by

In

a

Ο.

JJ

j

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist.

GRANGE BLOCK,
NOR
Over Advertiser Office.

Λ

AY.

ΡΚΟΗΛΤΚ XOTH'KM.
T«> all percoa· Inter*· «tel lu either of the Estât·»
hereinafter name·!
At a Probate Court, held at Pari», In and
for the County of Ox ford, on the third Tuesday of
Feb In the "year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
tilne hundred'and two
having been pre «ente· I for the action thereu|H>i
hereinafter Indicated. It I* hereby >Ki>KKtl·
That notice thereof l>e given to all perron» lu
tere-ied, by causing a copy of this or<ler to l»o
Ox
published three weeks successively In theSouth
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at
a
1'art*, In said County, that they mav appear at
Probate Court to lie hel«l at -aid Paris, on the
third Tue»·lay of Mar., A. l>. lHW, at tf of the
If
clock In th forenoon, an<t be heard thereon
>

they

see cause.

M »RETT A J. BROCK, lit te of Parts, deceased
Will an>i petition for probate thereof presented
therein
by James S. W right, the executor
named.

ECN1CK C. 11 \ RDT. late of Paris, deceased.
Petltlou for order of distribution of balance reII.
maining In his hands presented by Charles
George, administrator.
FREELAND SWAN. late of Part». deceased
Petition for allowance out of personal estate
presented by Mehltible Swan. «Mow.

EDW ARD WRIGHT FULLER. late of Parts,
decease» 1. Final account presented for allowance bv Frank A. Shurtletf. administrator.
WEBSTER FITCH, of
.Second account presented
John P. Fitch, trustee.

lllram, ber.etl.lary.
for allowance by

FRED W. FITCH, of
Secou·! account presented
John P. Fltcb, trustee

Hlr<m, benetl.Ury.
f >r allowance by

MARY A. WALTON, late of Peru, deceased.
Petition for license to sell an I convey real
estate p-esented by Clarenc*j M. Thompson
admlid-trator.
A true

ADDISON E. HERR1CK,
Judge of said Court.
copv—Attest
ALBERT D. PA Kl», Register.
—

ΡΚΟΒΛΤΐ NOTICKJi.
To all i>ersons Interested In either of the estate·
hereinafter naine·!:
I
At a I'robate Court held at Kumford.tn an fur
the County of Oxford, on the -d Tuesda; of Feb..
In the year of our Lord one thousand η ne hundred and two, the following matter hav ig been
the action thereupon he Mnufter
{•resented Itfor
Indicate·!, Is lierebv oki-kkkh
In
Tnat notice thereof be given to all pei ous
be
tcrestetl, by caustug a copy of this ord r too*
li
the
publUhed three wees» successively
ford Democrat, a newspaper publlsned it South
a
Paris, In said County, that they may ap 'ear at
Probate Court to be held at Paris, ou the
thlnl Tuesday of Mar., A. D. 19».', at nt' e of the
clock In the forenoon, and be beard H ereon If

they

eee cause

tlx Held,
f
MARY Κ RICHARDSON, late
allowdeceased. Final account pre-tented f<
bouts
de
imlulstrator
a
S.
Harlow,
John
ance by
non.

HENRIETTA B. THOMPSON, late of Dix
tleld, deceased. Final account presented for
allowance by John N. Tbompsou, executor.

JOSEPHINE II. NEWMAN, late of
Iflnal account presented f
deceased.
ance by Jobu S. Harlow, executor.

iHxtleM,
r

allow,

ARTHUR L. NEWMAN ET AL-S. vards, of
lHxHeld. Pitttlon for license to sell tail cou
4. Luce,
vey real estate presented by Heury

guardian.
ADDISON K. HKKRICK, Judge of said Court
A true copy—.\uc-t
Al.BKRT D. PARK, Register.

Notice of Fi-st

Meeting

of Creditors.

in the District CoU't of the Culted States for the
District of Maine. In bankruptcy.
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy
JOHN H WHITNEY,
Bankrupt. )
of RumH
John
of
Whitney
creditors
To the
dlatra-t aforeford. tn the County of Oxford and

J

said,

a

bankrupt.

dav of
Notice is hereby given that on the 14th
Whttne·.
11
Feb., A. 1». Ittoï. the said John
the flrst
that
and
was duly adjudicate·! bankrupt,
meeting' of his creditors will be beld at the
the 11th
Court House, In South Perls, Me., on
at 10 o'clock
day of Marcb, A. D. I:«i, time the said
at with'h
In the forenoon,
attend, prove their cla'ms,
creditors
may
such other
appoint a trustee, an transact before said
business as may properly come

meeting.
Feb. i-lth, law.

HENRY W. OA Κ ES,

Referee In Bankruptcy.

Notice of First

Meeting of Creditors.

In the District Court of the Untol states for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
J
Id the tu utter of
In Bankruptcy.
ΜΛΚΚΥ 3.

SIMANSKV,}
Bankrupt. )

of
To the creditor* of Harry S. Slraanskv,
K:."if..r-t Kails, In the County of Oxford and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
of
Notice U hereby given that on the 17th "lay
Keb.. A. U. laoi. the *al<l Harry S. Siman»ky
thut thr llrst
ami
w.iuly adjudicated bankrupt,
Court
meetlutf of his creditors will lie h· kl at the
of
llou-*, in South Paris, Me on the 11th ilay
forenoon,
the
In
March, \. I>. laoi, at 10 o'clock
at whi h time the «-aid creditors ma;.* attend,
antl
prove thetr claims, apjiolnt a trustee
transact such other business as may proper
ly come before saM meeting.
Keb. .'Ith, l«»j.
HKNKY W. OAKKS.
Referee lu Bankruptcy.

Salsuna Interior Enamels
are

better than

paint.

M'f'g

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

way.
I believe if a patron is getting robbed
at the creamery where he is sending his
cream, he has a right to investigate, and
see whether he can justly kick or not.
discontent
Doubtless there is less
among the co-operative creameries of
the state than among the proprietary
ones, and yet there should bo more cooperation for good product in all creameries.
1 for one should liko to see a free and
open discussion upon this matter, that
we may better understand each other,
and that we may produce a better article
for the trade.
There is no reason why we in this
state, where creameries are located not
more than 15 miles apart, cannot make
I
as good a product as in other states.
would like to see the farmers keep more

ao(i rouer

cows,

uius 1110 cusi

reduced.

ui

ji»iuer·

The farmer
would take more interest in his work,
his farm would be made better and there
would be less discontent.—Turf, Farm
<·ι·ο·ιιιι
1)1 111 -à I â»an uom t)i:ir lit» tfivM and Home.
them credit for is three beef animals a
riSH AND GAME LAWS.
year worth $.V> apiece at two years olii,
The leaven which has been dumped into
and the farm should have credit in a
the fish and game
great measure for what they gained the laws of Maine by
after beiug weaned; thus giviug these commission is working, but in a differits promoters aneight cows of the beef breed a pretty ent manner from what
ticipated. A writer from the county of
poor showing.
If a mau intends to raise beef and has Aroostook talks out iu meeting after
this fashion:
some gotwl stock cows, he wants to keep
"The farmers and common people in
them for breeders, aud instead of selling
them for beef, raise their produce ami my part of the country, aud, I guess,
sell that for beef and keep them as long those of the whole state, are totally disgusted with the Maine game laws. It
as profitable, unless he can better himself by changing; for the cow is just as always seems as if the attempt were
appear that the
good for breeding purposes at eight or beieg made to have it were
to fall upon
If a burdens aud hardships
ten years of age as she ever was.
invade the
man has eight cows aud they each have the sportsmen who annually
suite from Boston and from about everya call every year why can he not sell
of fact, it is
eight head a year after he gets started where else. As a matter
The
and still keep his herd good aud thuse the Maine farmers who suffer.
cows will also produce quite a lot of
preference is given the outside sportsmilk and cream for which they should man every time. The farmer is given
have credit. Let one mau take eight the privilege of protecting his own fields,
It is even sugcows of the beef type and another take and that is about all, but
are to be
eight cows of the dairy type, giving gested now that the farmers
each an equal chance, oue giving his at- obliged soon to take out licenses.
"Shoot a man—they shoot lots of 'em
tention to raising beef and the other to
know if you read
dairying and each utilizing all of the dewn my way, as you
tliey call it a mistake.
products of his cows, aud the one who the papers—andand
it means a $100 tine.
comes out ahead has got the most proiit- Shoot a moose,
abie breed. 1 do not thiuk it would be I tell you we of Maine are on the edge
The
of a revolution in this business.
altogether one-sided either.
Now as to the best stock to keep, 1 Aroostook farmers, who toil much for
will give you some of my experience a small return and have no pleasures,
with llolstein cattle. From two Hol- are alive to the fact that upon their own
like
steiu cows, one registered iud the other soil they should have something
iu September hist, equal rights with the wealthy, pleasure
a grade that came in
1 received pay from the Turner Centre loving citizen of Boston or of New York.
1-10 pounds butter in The laws are replete with inconsistencies
Creamery for
November and 04 1-2 tn December. The and incongruities. For several years,
registered cow's calf has not sucked for instance, the game commissioners
since ht- was five days old but has been offered a special bounty on wolves.
raised so far ou creamery milk with a That looked geuerous. But the bounty
little graiu added. Whcu he was two has never been claimed, for the good and
months old he weighed 224 pounds, at sufficient reason that there are no wolves
If the feeling keeps on
.'i mouths .>00, at 4 mouths 400 pounds, iu the State.
aud is still growing; his feed now is oat rising, the end will be free shooting for
meal, Indian meal, linseed meal, aud all."
The above, which appeared iu the
bran equal parts by measure, aud creamcolumns of the Boston Herald, sizes up
ery milk. We take about a quart of
this mixture, pour boiling water to it, the situation to a nicety, aud expresses
Unless
stir it up aud add creamery milk enough the feeling of the entire State.
is liable
to till a tin pail, giving him this twice a all signs fail, that department
in
the
next
up with a jerk
day and what hay he will eat. The first to be brought
llolstein bull 1 ever owned weighed at session of the Legislature.—Lewiston
eight months ami 1!» days of age, 815 Journal.
pounds, and at 2 1-2 years, 1,830. 1 sold
RANDOM THOUGHTS.
him at :> years and he weighed over 2,100.
There is a good deal more to farming
I have beeu to Brighton twice with llolthe work.
The than doing
stein cattle which 1 sold for beef.
Every farm should have a head man.
tirst pair 1 sold for beef for 8 cents a
Don't
growl at and overburden the
pound, aftez winning the tirst premium hired man with work one day, aud then
for beef at Oxford Co. fair, while all a
pet him the next to redeem youree f.
neighbor could get was 7 cents per Expect
a fair day's work every day aud
oue
and
of
Hereford
a
for
pair
pound
treat him well all the time.
l>air of Durham cattle that were exhibitTalking during the time of milking is
ed at the same fair, lie asked the buyer
not allowed on well-regulated farms.
which he considered the best breed for
Business and pleasure go hand in hand
beef; he answered "the Hereford, but 1 with the successful farmer.
should like to buy some more cattle like
A careful observer may get many valuthose 1 had of Mr. lirett." The next
able lessons from the successes and failwere very low for
cattle
when
1
sold
pair
ures of others.
4 1-2 cents a pound, live weight, !>,430
Personal experience is all right, but
but
in
weighed
they
lirighton,
pounds,
too much of it on borrowed
months don't try
over ίϊΤυο at home, 4 years, 4
old. 1 raised a pair of calves that at 2 money.
One of the first principles of agricultweighed o,l00 aud ure should be a thorough
years aud 4 mouths
knowledge of
I ......1.1 „i„„
,i,im.
fertilizers.
cattle
of
llolstein
instances
ber more
Stable manure contains all the elethat 1 have sold fur beef but think these
ments of commercial fertilizers aud
is
breed
the
that
show
to
.sufficient
are
more; it supplies humus, au important
quite good for beef.
and lasting element of soil; it is the part
As for their milkiug qualities, 1 have
that comes from decaying vegetables or
owned quite a number that have giveu
animal matter.
between 40 and 50 pounds of milk in a
Commercial or chemical fertilizers
day, one that gave over 51 pounds, and contain no humus and add no lasting
one that gave 4,470 pounds in 90 conIt is
element of fertility to the soil.
secutive days, and her milk tested 4.0.
well to thoroughly understand this, then
aud
for
two
cows
$100 apiece
I have sold
it will not be expected that the best
can sell all I can raise for $50 aud upresults can be realized by uelng such
wards readily. I have some heifers that
in
u,,;l
in hnmiiH.
will be two years old this spring that 1
How to economically feed etock in the
would not take $50 apiece for; they
barn and crops in the field, and get good
girth 5 l-:i feet and have never eaten $5 results, are scientific problems. Many
worth of grain. Mr. Kichardsou thinks
a scientific question bas been ably disthat it will cost more to put 1,000 pounds
Every
cussed in the country stores.
on au auiuial than to keep a cow a year
farmer is in some degree a natural
that will earn $00. I have no doubt but
scientist.
that 1 can bike such Holstein calves as 1
A little extra time taken to do work
raise and gain them 1,000 pounds for less
extra well, is time saved.
Any time
a
a
cow
such
can
year.
he
than
cost
keep
Don't
on poor work is wasted.
spent
the
for
stock
bust
the
it
all
sum
To
up,
be a bap-hazard farmer.
farmer to raise is a cow that will give a
large quantity of good milk, and that
BUTTER FAT IN MILK.
will drop a calf that will bring $10 for
Ι»κν* Sia. Can you Inform me through the
veal when 4 or 5 weeks old, or if you column· of your piper what It a good
fair te<tt
want to raise it will bring $50 at two of milk. I lia»e a henl of cows that tent from
5
and one
will
tier
cent,
butter
fat
cent,
to
and
4.4
per
years without extra feuding,
herself.—D. L. hutfer that wae freeh in milk Jan. 1st that teste
a good
also

iug would be

—

bring

price

Brett in Maine Farmer.

Mr. G. II. Hall of Raymond recently
of parties in lVlaud a valuaAmong
ble herd of Ilolstein cattle.
thein is one cow weighing 1,030 pounds,
bull
girth 7 ft. 8 in., and a 2-year-olda barn
has
girthing 0 ft. $ iu. Mr. Hall
well tilled with good cattle some of

purchased

which he intends

to

ship

to

Brighton

market soon.
work easy, make a smooth surface. and any one can apply them to
Co. of ThornTh«^ Jaynes Creamery Messrs. Gerald
wall», ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany dike has changed hands,
tries, kitchens and furniture.
tirm
the
selling their
of
The surface is non- ami Mitchell
beautiful tints.
to H. I'. Hood A Sons of Boston.
absorbent and can be kept bright aud iuterest
still
K. F. Jaynes aud W. B. Hammond
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
in the syndicate.
reiuaiu
will
tKin't pay fancy prices when \our dealer
Interior Enamel»" at the
exfurnish
you "Satsuma
One of the handsome pair of oxen
»auie price aa ordinary paintat the fairs by A. H. Jordan,
hibited
to
"How
KKKE Color card and our booklet,
was taken sick reKrfurnish the Home Without Buying New Pur- Γ ρ per Gloucester,
of care, died.
nlture."
cently, anil despite the best
and trimHis grave was carefully lined
Co.,
Made by Heath ft Mulligan
med with green boughs.
i'klc·!·.
Also Floor Paiot, Floor Varnish, Coach
in almost
Flax is a crop that will grow
and Spar
in
Varnish, Muralo, Ac.,
climate, but there is still money
every
and
Paints,
Liquid
if any.
Masury's Kail road
it. Use good, bright seed,
For sale by,
with
Wisconsin is a great dairy state,
cheese
her 1,060 creameries, and 1,540
MAIM» factories.
•OCT· PAU·,

They

DISCONTENT AMONG PATRONS OF
BUTTER FACTORIES.
As regard» the feeling of discontent
among the patrons of different creameries in Maine, I think the main cause lief
in the lack of knowledge on the part ol
the farmer, as regards the Babcock test,
and the relation of butter fat to commercial butter; also many farmers do not
have enough confidence in the management of their respective creameries.
They are apt to think that if their teste
vary from month to month that the butter maker is not giving them their just
dues.
One thing that breeds discontent is
for the patron to take some of his cream,
which he has taken the pains to weigh,
and churn it, adding at least two ounces
of salt to the pound of butter made. He
then compares the weight of salted butter with the cream from which it was
made, and figures out his test from that
standpoint, aud if that does not agree
with the composite test which he may
have received at his creamery, he thinks
something is wrong and loses faith in
his butter maker.
1 think farmers, as a rule, put too
much stress upon the test they may receive. They all want a high test, or at
In
least as high as their neighbors.
fact 1 have heard of patrons putting in
skim milk with cream, expecting to receive about the same test as they would
have without the addition of the milk,
so little faith had they either in the way
of testing, or the man who did it. Such
men should visit the creamery and see
the work done, or be convinced in some

5.5 pe·- cent, bv fie Itebcock tc*t. I want to thin
out the cow* that <lo nut come op to what they
ought to, to uiake them profitable to keep.
W. N. Hatchkldkh,
Your· truly,
Went Levant.

A milk containing 3.5 to 4 per cent,
butter fat is a good milk for use in the
Milk from Jersey and
whole form.
Guernsey cows is usually somewhat
richer than this. Milk containing 5 per
cent, butter fat is considered rich milk.
The cows are not commou whose milk
will test 5 per cent, when giving a full
flow. There are herds of Jerseys in the
state, however, that have a record of an
There are Indi5 per cent.
average
vidual cows that have a record even
higher than this. The per cent, of butter fat in milk varies at the different
as the
stages of location being richer
cow shrinks away in her flow.—Maine
Farmer.

THE KNIFE
THROWERS
By rREDERIC VAN RENSSELAER DEY.

Author of "Not liko Other Moo." Etc.

Copyright, 1001, by Frederic Van Rentselaer Dey.
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CHAPTER VIII.
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STARTLING REVELATIONS.
re you quite sure that you
Were not followed?" she lnmired after their greeting»
were over.

"Quite so, seuorita," replied Wynd-

hani. with a smile.
Then in a few words he related all
that he had done to obviate such a possibility, and she laughed heartily at hie

you a pencil?—draw me a diagram of
It."
He did so, and she studied it long
and earnestly. Presently she asked:
this
between
"Is
there nothing
point"—she placed the point of the
pencil on the spot which he had indicated as the position of the chair—
She touched the place
"and this?"
marked doorway. "I mean by that is
there 110 chandelier or table with a
tall object upon it directly ou a line
drawn from here to here?" And she

description.
Craig Wyndham had prepared to en- indicated the two
(«oints again.
counter b««uty when he entered the
"Nothing whatever not even a
and
del
Carmen
Fuente,
of
presence
chair." he replied.
yet when the reality was before him he
Carmen rose from her chair and
was conscious of a shock of surprise.
crossed the floor twice. Then she reBeauty in women had never affected
—

him beyond the point of mere admiration, but tke earnest, steadfast eyes,
perfect features and high character
that shone in the face of Carmen del
Fuente awoke some hitherto dormant
Besense of appreciation within him.
fore he had been ten minutes in her
presence he felt as if they were old
frltnds, as if somehow or somewhere
they had known each other always.
There were sincerity, truth, earnestness. high purpose and indomitable resolution in every expression of her features. in every gesture she made, and
Wyndham. who rarely trusted anybody
until that person had been thoroughly
tried, felt that he might with complacency put implicit trust in this womau.

"We have a long Interview before us,
Mr. Wyndham," she said presently. "I
want you to be comfortable and thoroughly at your ease, so I have taken

the liberty of providing some very excellent cigars for you to smoke. You
You know, in uiy
ueod not hesitate.
country we are accustomed to tobacco

smoke. You will be more comfortable
if you *au *iste your temper on the
end of a cigar when I say things to
annoy or astonish you."
He took her at her word without
comment. They sat opposite each other at one end of the room, while the
dueuna remained at the other, iudustii-

ously

sewing

or

knitting

or

doing

drawuwork, Wyndham could not tell
which.
••I believe our talk was to be about
the duel." lie began by way of opening.
"I think." she replied slowly, "that
the duel Is only au iucident amoug
many others we are likely to discuss.
I told you this afternoon that 1 was
a
former friend of Mr. Pendlnton.

That statement was quite true, though
somewhat misleading. I was his friend,
but lie did uot know It. It is possible
that he regarded me In a contrary light.
It is strange, if he meutioued the duel

to you. he did not speak of me."
"He might have done so. eenorita,
had his life been spared a few hours
We were to have discussed his
more.
affairs the evening of Ills death, but
he was murdered before I arrived."

turned and rt-8umed her seat.
"Mr. Wytidlmm," she said slowly
ami impressively, "did you ever hear
that a favorite pastime umong Mexicans Is knife throwing?"
"Yes."
"llow far is it from the door to the
chair wlier? you found him?"
"About twenty feet."
"My l'rieud—you will permit me to so
regard you—the knife or dagger or
whatever it was that took the life of
liurr Pendleton was thrown from the
doorway, and he did not even see the
arm that hurled It. But. Mr. Wyndhatn," and she leaped to her feet In
considerable excitement, "I have seen
that arm and that hand many times,
and so have you!"

"Possibly," replied Wyndham,

moved.

"You know, then?

demanded.

"No, senorita, I do not know; I only
Hut I mean to know some
time."
'"Ah, but 1 know now. I do not sus-

susi>ect.

pect—I

The farmer without a good silo on hit
farm is behind the times and losing
money.

know."

"Well?"

Carmen burled her face In her hands,
but she did not weep. She was think-

ing.

"I cau see It all," she said tinall.v.
"He pretended to leave the rooms, but
he did not do so. He remained. He
When it
watched his opportunity.
came, he stepped to the door, pushed
It softly open, wide enough for his purpose, aud then he threw the knife and
walked quietly out of the house. Yes,
I cau see It. I know it Is so."
"Of whom are you speaking, senorita?"
"I am speaking of Carlos Escudera,
my own cousin."
"Good God!" exclaimed Wyndham.
"What? Did you not suspect him?"
"Yes, but"—
"But it shocks you to hear that he Is

related to me?"
"Yes. I think that Is what startled
me."
"1 thauk you for that thought. Mr.
Wyndham. It means more than you

She leaped to her feet with flashing
eyes and for support grusped the buck
of the cliair on which she had been
seated. For a moment she stood gazing. wide eyed, at Wyndham. and then
slowly she reseated herself.
"Did you .lot know that he was murdered?" asked Wyndham calmly.
"No. I knew that he was dead, of
Word came to me of that in a
course.
letter from this city, but there was
nothing said about vlo'eoee."
"The papers were full of the affair."
"Ah, yes. But such news seldom
reaches "us in Mexico. Murdered! My
God! It is awful! I should have warned him of his danger. I might have
done so, but I did not regard it as necessury. Tell me about it, Mr. Wynd-

ham."
"There is n*t much that 1 can tell.
The affair is a great mystery. I believe
the detective* are still at work upon
the case, but only In the effort to find
a man whom 1 know to be Innocent.
"Tell me about It." she
"Tell me all you know about it."
She uttered the words in the tone of
one who has the right to know, and
Wyndham. with sudden confidence
that was inexplicable to himself, compiled. He related In detuil everything
that occurred from the moment when
he first met Pendleton after his return
from Mexico until the discovery of the
body and the sending away, of old
James in or/1er that he might be suspected. Two things only he omittedhe did not mention the fact that he
suspected Kscudera of the crime, and
he said nothing about his belief that
an explanation of the motive could be
found In the secret matter connected
with Pendleton's visit to Mexico. Nor
dkl he refer to that brief instant when
he stood before the dead body of his
friend and glanced back toward the
open doir as if to measure the distance. He had thought then that the
weapon was thrown at its victim from
the doorway, but he had never menEven
tioned that Idea to anybody.
now he remained silent concerning It.
She heard jtim through to the end
without uttering a word In reply, but
when lie had finished she said very

repeated.

quietly:

"Describe to me again the room
where you-foutid him; or, better—have

HOOD FJHIM
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Makes non-breeding cows productive
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they do not clean. In one herd was
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ed them.
"Was he so dear to you, senorlta?"
"Did you love Hurr like
he asked.
that?"
She raised her face and looked Into
his eyes. Then she rose and stood beside him.
"Yes," she said. "I loved him. I think
I would have worshiped him had he
lived. lie was all that I had left to
love, but he died without knowing it—

without knowing me."
"Without knowing you?" repeated
Craig. "1 do not understand."
She placed one delicate hand 011 either of his shoulders and looked steadily into his eyes with an expression

wept

CHAPTER IX·
SERPKNT WITH ITS FANGS DRAWN.
Carmeu had recovered
and the two wore seated
again, both silently thinking. it occurred to Craig to
glance In the direction of the duenna.
™
Apparently she had not
glanced in their direction, for she was
still placidly engaged upon that indescribable work.
It was Craig who broke the silence
-Miss Pendleton." he began, and si t
I hat■ »
looked up in amazement.
and 1
your true name," he continued,
ht
think I should so address you.
A

WIIEN

ad"Not

if you are to be the friend 1
need, as you will know after you have
heard all that 1 have to tell you. »he
said demurely.
"What tlienV" he asked.
••Carmen," she replied simply.
1 w
"So be it." he said gravely.
address von by your Riven name, and
ln all things 1 will try to be to you
what Burr would have been had
lived. Hut that is not what l intended
to sav. There is something concerning
the death of «urr that you should
know. Perhaps you have heard that he
left his fortune to me."
-No." she replied. "1 had uot heard

"In—trust—for—me?"

"Yes"
"Hut he did not know
-Uc. suspw-ted. Tiiere «.. »
Ibat
ment left to me with his will.
Π
we will read over together later.
oulv believed that there mi.^ht be a
half brother or sister somewhere In the
world, probably in Mexico, and lit dl
rtH'tcd πι ο to search.

understand?"
"Yes. Who. then. Is the Romero with
whom Burr fought the duel?"

We have not arrived at that
I will explain It all to you
when we do. but first let us finish with
Does Eseudera know that
this oue.
you suspect him?"
"I don't know; I don't think so. Pardon me If 1 Insist upon returning to
the name of the duelist. Tell me, is
"Ah!

point yet.

Eseudera related to him?"
"They are cousins also."
"And Is Captain Komtro also

a

cousin

of yours?"
"1 do not like to admit that, Mr.
I
Wyndham. Please remember that
have not done so. You will think all

my relatives are murderers."
"I'ardon me. I am a brute. I am"—
"You are the living friend of the
I am
man who was foully murdered.
the cousin of the brute who murdered
him. Hut I am even more than that,
more than that even to
Mr.

Wyndham;
Carlos Eseudera, for I
wife."

am

his alliaueed

It was Wyndham's turn to leap to his
feet, more agitated than he remembered
His heavy
ever to have been before.
brows drew down in an ugly scowl over
his eyes, half shading them, and his
square jnws set themselves together
with indomitable resolve. Hut the expression lasted only an instant. Then
his face cleared into a settled look of
utter contempt.
"So," he said, "you brought me here
You
to trap me with your beauty.
brought me here to luduce me to spare
from the electric chair the murderer
whom you would marry, whose wife
You brought me
you would become.
here at the bidding of Eseudera, to
worm out of me for bis sake all I know.

You would make me an accomplice
with you in"—
She held up one hand, and he paused.
There was no anger in her face. He
saw with amazement that there were
tears in her eyes, and he ground his
teeth in renewed rage when he discovered tbat she was smiling through
them.
''You forget that It was I who denounced him, not yon. You did not

to finish what I was saying,"
"I am the affianced wife of
Carlos Eseudera, but I hate him—oh,
how I hate him! As only a woman of
He killed Burr
my blood can hate!
Pendleton. For that, woman though I
am, there la no torture to which I would
Large holds four times dollar sise.
not willingly consign him. He killed
Hood Farm Milk Fever Cure is* a positive Burr Pendleton! He killed my"—
most
save
will
your
cure for milk fever, and
She broke down and wept then with
valuable cows.
that shook her as a raging storm
sobs
sold
are
by
Remedies
Farm
Hood
troubles the sea, sinking upon the chair
lb
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again and burying her face In her
South Pari·, Met

permit

me

she said.

hands.

She raised one hand and stopped him.
"M* Wvndham"— she began, and

'"'i'oo'haA'c' orgotteo

men," he said.
"What Is It?"

eometldne, Car-

won! Γ» finish

rt^to-y.
"Oh

"'liât 1 »»·

vjHry

1 l.»vo « ro..».». η
Btronir reason, which you will undii
stand after we have talked about the
°ue
duel, why 1 do not
l8
η bout Burr's property )tt.
not at hand until we have discussed the

New York.
"What subject ?"
"Hurr's estate. You must remember
that I did not know that my brot 1er
1 only knew that he
was murdered.

1 wouW
was dead.
hnd I known. Let us wa.iι
Interview for «Il tb«t « l·™1*1
I am dazed tonight. I thinK
over.
must have time to compose myself and
g ve careful thought to what there
vh Craig"—ehe uttered the
Is to do. An,
t
..nmp ciuite
naturally— y°J
half Iho .tory yet. TUere I» »

Γο

S

S

I

more.

Will you

morrow at noon?" she asked.

"Twill

have breakfast served here In
this little parlor at that hour, an
will Hhare It with roe.
••ι offer an amendment, Carme
will call here with a carriage «t noon
You and 1 and the stone Image at the

other end of the room wll' drive ou
together and have luncheon at a place
1
without queeUon, and

^assented

Spring Humors

Come to most people and cause many
troubles,—pimples, boils aud other
eruptions, besides loss of appetite,
that tired feeling, fits of biliousness,

indigestion and headache.
sooner one

Hood's Sarsaparilla
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At Mount St Vincent they sought a
far corner of the restaurant. The duenua, Maria, was given an adjoining
table. A tip to the waiter made it impossible for other guests to occupy the
nearby tables at an hour when there
were so many that were vacant In
other parts of the room, an<l thus
Wyndham felt confident that they

would be undisturbed.
They had been seated scarcely half
an hour und had not yet got beyond
mere generalities In their talk when
there came a most unexpected inter-

ruption.

Wyndham, who sat with his back toward the door, saw Carmen make a
sudden start and then turn deathly
pnle, and he heard her exclaim, almost
uuder her breath:
"Dlos mlo! Carlo· esta aqul!"
He understood her words as well as
if she had spoken In English, but he

calm and unmoved.
Ile did not even turn his head, but he
could hear the footsteps of a person
approaching them, and his ears were
so well atiuned to time that he recognized the step of Carlos Escudera.
"Be calm, Carmen," he said rapidly
and In a low voice. "Itememher that

remaiueiPperfectly

you are not in Mexico now."
She recovered herself instantly, but
the next moment Escudera was beside
them.

"1 did uot know thut my fiuncee
In the city."
Wyndham saw that he was deadly
pah· und that he was struggling with
all his strength of will to speak calmly.
This man. usually so self possessed, for
once had lost his power of self represHis eyes seemed sunken back
sion.
in his bead. His white teeth gleamed
ominously under his black mustache.
His hands trembled with excitement.
Craig thought, somewhat vaguely—for
he was intent upon watching the manhow fortunate It was that Carmen had
told him that she was alHanced to EsHe realized In that moment
cudera!
how appalling the statement would
have been had lie not already been fortified against it. At the same instant
he decided that It was best to treat
the Mexican iu a perfectly natural
miuiner.
Anybody who has found
himself at some time in a critical
uosltiou realizes how rapidly one can
and dues think at such moments.
He sprang to his feet before Escudera had <-eased speaking and exclaimed in a tone that evidenced both surprise and pleasure, for Escudera did
not know that he understood Spanish.
"Hello. Escudera! This Is an uuexhum.
was

"WVl you

conic

to

mc

tomorrow at

she nuked.

noonf"

Yon liave doue me a greater service
than you know. I think I know wby
Escndera <Md not pay much attention
to the en me. but It does uot mutter."
The game was brought to a close according Γο the arrangement, ut l> o'clock
in the morning, and as the guests were
departing Escudera. who bad partially
retrieved bis losses of the earlier part
of the game, loitered behind the others
and was the last to bid bis host goodby.
Wyndham guessed that be had
something to say, but be was hardly
prepared for what came.
"I ehould not think you would enjoy
living in these rooms." be said.
"Wby not?" asked Wyndham.
"Oh, nothing: only there is something
suggestive of the uncanny ubout a
place where a man has been murdered."

"Not when that man was your best
and dearest friend, senor. On the contrary. these rooms keep rte reminded
of something that 1 have to do."
"What is that?"
"Bring the murderer to .lustIce."
The Mexican shrugged bis shoulders.
"I will coufess." lie said, "that 1 have
felt rather grewsome here. I have not
be^n here before since that night. You

know I belong to a superstitious race.
Good morning."
"Now. what the devil was h" driving
at?" muttered Wyndham after Ks«Mt"lie bad something
dcra was gone.
else to say. but he didn't dare say it. I
wonder wiiut it was that made him
Was it because lie was in lite
nervous.

where he had killed a man or
it b·'cause lie was worried over ir.jr
Whatever it was, his liuie
ibsence?
for uncertainty is short, lie at least
rooms
was

know the worst."
Instead of taking a few hours of rest,
as most men under the circumstances
would have done, Craig Wyndham
plunged into a cold bath, after which
old James gave him a thorough "rub
down." Then, although it was still so
early thai he knew none of his acquaintances would be abroad, he went
out on the street and took a sharp walk

will

soou

of three miles or more.
"If a man avoids stimulants, takes
brisk exercise and cold water baths, he
can do without sleep for seventy-two
hours," he said to a park policeman to
whom he talked while he rested from

bis brisk peregrination.
He had walked all the way out to
Mount St. Vincent to make arrangements for that luncheon, and with all
liis straightforwardness he would have
laughed to scorn any implication that

he had done it for any other reason
than the exercise; but all the while as
he walked there were bright—no. brilliant—eyes leading him on. the eyes of
the sister of Ids dead friend, the eyes
of the woman\o whom be intended to

be a brother!
Self deception is deception of the
worst sort, for there can be no betrayal. Craig Wyndham did not know that
be was deceiving himself. All his life
be had been so direct in everything lie

did that the symptoms were uureeog
nizable. He only realized without knowing why that something was strange

and new.
If ever a man hated deception of
any sort, Craig Wyndham was one.
The interview with Carmen, the exercise and the conscious force of his own
strength had given him a new and
strange confidence, and while he was
returning ffoin the park he made up
his mind that there should be no more
of that. With the knowledge be now
possessed he believed that he could not
only defy the machinations of Carlos
Escudera, but that he need no longer
pretend friendship for a man he hated;
also he resolved that he would make
his
no effort to conceal from him or

followers—if he possessed any—what
be should do that day. In other words,
he felt entirely competent to care for
and protect Carmen Pendleton. There
have had
may be some who read who
this same sensation and can understand better than it can be described
here the sensations by which he was

gets rid of them the
better, and the way to get rid of them
and to build up the system that has
suffered from them is to take
actuated.
The

when ho realized tbnt after nil It was
own movements that Escudera and his hirelings were watching.
As yet Escudera did not even suspect
the presence of his cousin In the city.

only hi#

"This Is an unexpected pleasure,
senorita," he said coldly in Spanish,
Ignoring utterly the presence of Wynd*

anew.

··

She leaped to her feet with /lushing eyes.
Intended It should or n>< .· than you
My
thought when you uttered It.
Escudera's
mother was a Romero.
mother was her sister. His name is, in
My
Spunisli. Eseudera y Romero.
name is Del l'ueute y Itomero. Do you

neither could foresee wbnt grave complications this arrangement was destined to bring about.
A moment later Craig bade the sister
of his frleud pood night and was driven to the Waldorf, where for ten minutes he showed himself conspicuously
In the corridors. Then be had himself
driven directly to his own apartments.
It was midnight when he entered,
and the party were J»st leaving the
card table to devour the ample spread
that had been prepared for them by
Wyndham'8 orders.
Of course they chaffed blm about bis
absence. Men always do that sort of
thing, and Wyudham expected It. Escuder?» alone had nothing to say regarding tl'o matter.
As soon as there was an opportunity
Carleton 'Mggs drew Wyndham aside
and wbl?pered:
"Awfully sorry, old man. I played
as recklessly us I could, but I won like
The Mexia house alire for all that.
can is the biggest loser, but I think it
Is because be seemed to have no heart
in the game. Half the time he didn't
seem to know what he held, und almost
always h» hud to be told when to come
in..
i"'uuny thing, that. I have been
told that he Is un expert with cards."
"It's all right, Carleton," replied
Craig. "I am glad you won. The winnings are yours, you know; the losses
would have been mine. Not α word.

that Craig Wyndham never forgot.
"You were his friend, and you will
be my friend," she said. "Mr. Wyndham, Burr Pendleton's father was my
father, lie was my brother. I was hi:*
sister, and he Is «lead and never knew
it. Oh. if I had only told him ail that
night! Hut 1 did not dare—I did not
dare. You will believe me? You will
Ile was my brother—
not doubt me?
my brother! And I was so proud of
him! I loved him—I loved him!"
In her great sorrow she forgot a I!
else. She remembered only that she
was in the presence of the man who
had been her brother's friend and who
would be her friend, and she laid her
head against his stalwart shoulder and

oj
"He did. absolutely, as people suppose, but that Is uot true. It was ef
to me-that is. the bulk of it was It ft
to me In trust Tor you/'

—

book.

You know?" she

"Murdered!"
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un-

Craig watched her silently. He was
wise enough to know that It was best
to permit the storm to pass without interruption. He felt that a great revelation had fallen upon him like a flood
of light. Λ great pity for her tilled his
heart. He knew how engagements are
entered Into in Spanish countries and
that the woman Is never consulted regarding the choice that Is made for her,
and he knew—lie thought he knew—
that this woman had loved Burr.
That of itself was sutlicient in his
heart to render her and her wishes
dear to him. He asked himself in tlmt
moment of waiting, "If 1, a man, loved
Burr Pendleton so dearly, how utterly
must she, a woman, have loved him?"
When her sobs ceased, he was standing beside her, and he touched her gently upon her shoulder. He forgot his
own harsh words, forgot that he had
uttered them, for he knew, In the other
and greater sorrow, she bad not heed-

It was in consequence of these several emotions—if they may be defined by
that word—that at the appointed hour
of noon Craig appeared at the door of
the hotel where the sister of his friend

got

ami, taking

step forward, confronted

a

Escudera.
said, also
"Senor Escudera," he
speaking Spanish, "It Is my misfortune or good fortune, whichever you
choose to call it, to understand you. It
is certainly my good fortune to recog-

nize in you α despicable scoundrel.
Will you leave us quietly, for the sake
of the lady, or shall I call"—
He did not htfve time to complete
what he would have said, for the Mexican, who now lost every vestige of self
control, started back and with a rapid
motion thrust his right hand Into the

opening

of his waistcoat.
In an instant it was out again, and
something even the Quickness of tho
eye could not determine what it was—
gleamed in Ills grasp.
The hand was drawn back. Carmen
uttered a low cry. Wyndham started
forward, for he knew perfectly well
the meaning of thut gesture, the one
that had hurled death into the heart of
Durr Pendleton, and he intended to
seize the Mexican before he could cast
the. terrible missile. But Escudera's
wrist was seized from behind, the
weupon was torn with a sudden wrench
from his grasp, and he stood before
them like α writhing serpent whose
fangs have been drawn.
Nobody had noticed Maria, the duenna.
Her presence was utterly forgotten, but she was a Mexican Indian woman, and she knew the man who had
Interrupted the luncheon. During the
scene she stole behind him. ns if she
anticipated what he would do, or suspected that lie might do it. and when
he drew back his hand to'cast the
weapon she tore the implement from
him and left him harmless.
In the excess of passion under which
the Mexican struggled It is not strange
that his rage turned upon the woman
who had disarmed him. He wheeled
like lightning and seized her by the
throat with both hands, hut his tlngera
had scarcely time to tighten before

pect; <1 pleasure. I supposed you were
sle<-i ·ιιg the sleep of the just after last
nig; ». Permit me. Miss l'endleton, to
present my friend, Seuor Escudera. Ile
comes from your own count ry, by the
way. Escudera, Miss l'endleton."
It was a shot that told, for it stag-

gered

Escudera utterly.
If such a tiling were possible, he became a shade whiter than before, and
for once In his life he was ouuloue in

presence of mind.
It was clever, too. on the part of
Wyndham, that assumption for Carmen
of the name of l'endleton, for It explained without further words their
presence there together.
Escudera bowed with a gesture that
was truly Mexican, and he smiled with
au

Insolence that he did not try to con-

ceal, and while he bowed and smiled

he made another heroic effort to control himself. In that, however, he was
only partly successful, for he still IgHe could not play
nored Wyndham.
the game with the cool head of his an-

There were mileposts beyond
which he could not travel.
"I do uot think that I require an Introduction to you by this fellow or by
anybody," he said in Spanish, believing
that Wyndham could not understand
him, "but 1 do require an explanation
of your presence here."
"You have it," she replied calmly, "iu

tagonist.

the letter you sent to me announcing
the death of Hurr l'endleton, in which
me the
you refrained from telling
truth."
It was a delicate method of telling
him that he had lied to her, and It

angered him beyond endurance.
"Shall I tell you why I deceived
you?" he demanded hotly, forgetting
that he had demanded an explanation
ntnl that instead lie was making one.
"It was because I respected your feelIngs: liecaus.· I believed the knowledge

Getting
Thin

iit et.'ud her by the throat.
two powerful arms reached η round
His wrists
him. ouo on either Pii!··.
were seized In a grasp that was tonfold stronger than his own. his lingers
relaxed and loosed their hold, his arms
were drawn reslstlessly behind him,
and he was pushed unceremoniously
though not rapidly toward the do >r.
The waiter, who happened to he the

only witness to all that had occurred,
obeying a nod from Wyudbam, preceded them and opened the side en-

trance, and there Craig lifted the Mexican bodily from Ids feet and dropped
him outside. Then he closed the door
and returned quietly to the table.
"I think. Carmen," he said—"I think
we may now proceed with our luncheon."

And she looked at him with eyes that
all too plainly of the admiration

spoke

ehe felt
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FLOWER AND TREE.
Palms and ferns should never be allowed to stand in a draft.
When in >ss is seen on fruit trees, it
η as evidence of lack of
may be
thrift ill >lie trees.
The ideal soil in which to set a plant
is one that Is moist, without being water soaked, neither too dry nor too wot
I»ust is a great enemy of window
plants in connection with dry heat
L'are must be taken to keep the air

moist.
In India the tea plant Is naturally η
tree, but by means of pruning It is kept
so small that it seems to be only α
bush.

For setting in α dry soil the plant
should be well rooted and stocky, iis it
must depend on the roots it already

is all right, if you are too fat; has to make a start
Vines of all kinds flower and fruit
and all wrong, if too thin already.
only alter they have reached the
freely
Fat, enough for your habit, is top of their support When they have
they set about blooming.
healthy; a little more, or less, is "arrived,"
Peonies should be planted In October.
consult
Too
harm.
no
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should not be dis-

great
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thin, no matter what cause, take
a
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ting

too
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they

all
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heads:
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but, whether you

can;
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not,
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on
can.

it—true—but, by it, you
There's a limit, however;

for it.
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you'll pay

your
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no
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long be well and strong, without
some sort of activity.
The genuine has

in combination the Spring
was stopping and, without any attempt
Medicine par excellence, of unequalled
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•trength in purifying the blood aa and the duenna. Nor was it with sur- this picture on it,
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hat
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Accept no substitute, bat be sure to enna, being on the front seat, was,
unseen, and Wyndham smiled
course,
and $1.00; all
50c.
it
and
Hood's,
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Forming

of Low jour half brother came to hie
death would slunk you; because already I knew the name of the man who
killed him and only awaited evidence
to convict him of the crime, and that
man, tin· nmn who killed Pendleton, la
your present companion—this man who
sits opposite you at the table."
Wyndhain rose slowly from hie seat

Once planted they
turbed, but should be allowed to form
strong clumps. Thus treated the flowers increase in size and beauty with
each succeeding season.

flrnlii Weight*.
The average weight of a Scotchman's
brain is sixty ounces, an Englishman's
forty-nine, a Frenchman's a little over
forty-five. The weight of Dutch, Frisi-

Italian and Lapp bruins come near
that of the Englishman, while the «!erman brain Is in many Instances heavThe Polish brain is forty-seven
ier.
ounces. Among Hindoo and other races
in India it Is from forty-one to fortyFour ounces, but Mussulmans average
more nud the Khotids, one of the aboriginal races of India, much less not
an,

quite thirty-eight

ounces.

Traveling

toward China, the brain weight of tlie
tribes there settled Increases. In Africa the average weight Is from fortythree to forty-eight ounces; in America
that of the Indian averages forty-seven
ounces; lu Australia from forty to for-

ty-two

ounces.
l'nn«>lehharlr.

"Here is λ department store advertising that It will put initials ou umbrellas free of charge."
"That is what I call an act destrucThink
tive of all neighborly feeling.
how you would feel going around with
an umbrella with somebody else's name
on It!"-Washington Times.
Mon'· Puolivrar Klitarr·,

A

man

who wears size 5 shoes re-

quires size 0 half hose; he who wears
size 5% shoes needs 9% hosiery; 0% to
7 calls for 10; 7% to 8 goes with 10%;
8% to 9 harmonizes with 11, and 9%

druggists.

to 10 shoes strike α fit with

siery.

11%

ho-

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISH KL) lté»

democrat,

She ©xford
1SSIKO

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

TCESDAT8.

PARIS HILL.

SOUTU PARIS, MAINE, MAR. 11,1902.

Sun·lav at 11 ▲.

ProprMwt.

ϋκΗΐ M. atvooo.

H. H. BUhop,
Baptist Church,
1'reachlng every Sunday il 11 à. m.
School
MUM.
ftabbath
Evening 8er
Sun-lay
vice at 7 30 p. ■. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at Τ 30 r. M.
Γ ni versai! st Church:
Sunday School every
Be v.

r.m
Paator.

AT WOOD A FORBES,
Editera ud

IN AU

▲. B. roun.

a

m.

M Î88 lone Harlow of Dixfield has been
guest at George M. Atwood's for a few

days.

S. E. Newell & Co. are making considTum :—$1.50 a year If pal J Mrlctij In advance.
erable repairs on their store, including
Otherwise *2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cents.
new door, rebuilt counters, new paint,
imADTEjmsxn Kjro :— AU legal advertisement·
paper and whitewash, and other
are >(1 Ten three consecutive lnaertlona for tlAO
contracta
provements.
of
column.
In
Inch
Special
per
length
In the February number of the Hall
made with local, transient and yearly advertl*
era.
Boy, published by the students of
Sew type, faat preaaea, stcan- Nazareth Hall, Pa., (of which, by the
Jo· Piuitqio
power, experienced workmn and low price* way, Curtis Clark is this year editor-incombine to make thl* department of our bual
ch ief). »« a story, "The Last Throw of
neas complete and popular.
The
the Lasso," by Mrs. H. W. Lyon.
and the characters are South
scene
SM«L£ COPIE».
American, and it is very well told.
Single Copiée of the Democrat are four cent*
Carroll I. Hooper of Boston is visiting
each. They will be mailed on receipt of prlceby
the publisher# or for the convenience of patrone his mother here.
Mrs. O. A. Thayer and Mrs. E. G.
jingle eoplea of each Issue have >een placed on
sale at the following placée In the County :
Harlow are spending a few days with
Parlln'a Drug Store.
South I'arte.
relatives in Portland.
Shurtleff's Drug StoreA. W. Walker Jt Son are removing the
Noyea' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'a Drug Store.
stones piled in front of Hamlin Memorial
AIfred Cole, Postmaater.
Buck field,
A. K. Lewie. Insurance Ottce
Hall, which were taken ont of the parKryeburg,
Mrs. Harlow. Poet » >fflce
Paris Hill.
titions and dooring of the old jail. They
Samuel T. White.
West Parle.
are being housed temporarily on a vacant
lot on Lincolu Street.
Messrs. Taylor and Hatch, the evanCOMING EVENTS.
gelists, have been holding services at
the Baptist church afternoon and evenMarch 11 —Supreme Judicial Court. Soulh Parle.
Considering
March as. 27.—Ko»e Carnival of Universalis! ing during the past week.
i'arls.
>outli
Good Cheer Soc'etv,
there have been a
Po- the bad traveling,
March 2».—Sprtn* ni· êtlng of Maine Stale
good number present, some coming conuiologlcal Society, Buck Meld.
South Part*. siderable distances, and the attendance
April 1—Oxford Pomona Grange,
Water
Both are earnest and
lias increased.
Aprtl », 10.—brand Lodge, 1. O. G. T.,
ville.
effective workers, and their singing adds
Paris.
town
meeting,
May 3.—Adjourned
much to the interest of the service.
May 3.—Adjourned town meeting, Norway.
They will continue here through the
NEW ADVEKTISEMKNTS.
present week, with services at the usual
hours, 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., except on
Harness! Harness'
Monday, when there are no services.
3000 Rolls New Wall Pai*rs.
Miss Fannie A. Forbes lost a small
Compound Extract of Celery.
Re-vlno.
coin purse containing a few stamps and
Alfred Peats Wall Paper·.
some change one evening last week.
Wrap}>erel Wrappers!
Will the tinder please return to her.
Ladles' and Missed Suit».
Underwear.
New Muslin
To accommodate those attending the
Spring Announcement.
who wish to exchange their
meetings
Scholars.
of
Transportation
books the library will be open at 7
Annual Meeting People's Water Company.
Annual Meeting South Parts Savings Bank.
o'clock Tuesday evening.
Ilay for Sale.
Rev. 11. A. Philbrook of Bridgton, an
Kor Sale.
able speaker, will supply the pulpit at
Auction.
Wanted.
the Universalist church next Sunday at
>'lr»t Meeting of Creditors.
the usual hour.
ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY «-OLDIER
Τ bo re were three eokllerw of the Revolution,
who llve<l their lant'laytt ami ille<l Id Ilartfortl,
iturliitf mv boyhood, oiie of whom wad ilulv re
ported recently, ,tn<l through the klmlne-* of my
nephew, A. H. Alley. I am now able to forward
sketch of another, who \v:ia biographical
equally true to his country, an<l therefore en
title·! to the -aine honor, wfi apeak of the thlr«1
anil la«t one In the near future.—L. D.]
John Bartlett, sun of Nathaniel ant!
Zenobe Bartlett. was born in Duxbury ir
1752, anil settled in Pembroke. He was
a hero in the war of the revolution, ami
died in Hartford June 10, 1S47, aged 9i

years.
lu Zion's Advocate, Aug. 3, 1847, thert
appeared the following memorial articlt
written by his son, Kev. Daniel Bartlett

"Another Revolutionary hero gone
Died, in Hartford. June loth. Mr. Johr
Bartlett. aged 95 years. He was burn ir
Duxbury, Mass., and when a small boj
his parents moved into Meduncook (now
Friendship) in this state. He was in th<
garrison when the Mills family and th<
Bradford family were either killed οι
carried off by the Indians. He returnee
with his mother while young to Massa
fechusetts. In the revolutionary struggU
nbkk separated this from the mothei
country, he was among the first t«
enira^e in the service, and wits preseni
at the bloody scenes of Bunker Hill anc
Concord—was in the city of New Vorl
when independence was declared—wai
in the engagement :md near to the gen
erals. Sullivan and Sterling, when thej
were taken, and saw most of the blood]
and middh
battles in the northern
states, but escaped without a wound.
"About half a century since he moveil
into this state and settled in the town ol
Hartford, where his body now slumber;
in the silent grave. Here it pleased God
who had carried him through many dan
gers, by sea and land, to arrest his at
tention and call him from the silène»
and pollution of moral tleath into the
light and liberty of the gospel. He witl
his companion united with the tirsi
When :
Baptist church in Bucktield.
church of the same faith was constituted
in Sumner, he was one of its members
and when a church was gathered it
Hartford, he was one of the number, li
the church he reiuaiued a worthy member till death separated him from th«
church militant and called him to joit
the church triumphant. He lived to set
the last of his children (eight in number) and all their companions, and many
of his grandchildren, rejoicing in th<
truth. He had a robust constitution, :i
strong intellect and a remarkably retentive memory.
"Ile was a lover of the Sabbath, tht
sanctuary and the Bible, and though b\
loss of eyesight he had not been able ti
read for a long time, yet he retained an
unusually large portion of Scripture ii
his memory, which was a source of con
solation to him when he bail outlived al
D. B."
earthly comforts.
John Bartlett bought a tract of land
Tht
of Jacob Soule of Middleborough.
piece'of land contained ninety acres, ami
was located in the town of East Butter
field, afterwards called Hartford, Maine.
Forty-five pounds was paid. The deed is
dated April, 179i>.
John Bartlett and family, consisting oi
his wife and seven children, moved in
the month of May, 1793, from Pembroke,
and made 'heir home on this piece ol
land.
They came from Massachusetts
on a coasting vessel, and landed at North
There they stored then
Yarmouth.
furniture for a while, and stopped a
week with a Widow Gray.
They then
proceeded on horsback through the wilderness and set up housekeeping in a
log house, which had been previously
built, probably by Mr. Bartlett and hit
At this time it is
oldest son Nathaniel.
said there were but five families in tht
whole township.
John Bartlett had eight children, all
of whom were born in Pembroke, Mass.,
except the youngest: Nathaniel, 1777:
Margaret. 1771*; Betsey, 1782; John, Jr.,
1784; Ira, 1787; Daniel, 1789; Joseph,
1791, and Polly, who was born in Hartford, 1794. All these children lived, married, and had families.
1 copied this from a book of memorial»
of the Bartletts belonging to Orsanwa
Bartlett. His grandfather is buried in
the cemetery in the east part of Hartford, near John 0. Robinson's.
A. H. Alley.
THE SPRING ELECTIONS.
Elections were held Monday of last
week in twelve cities of Maine, and in
all but two the Republican candidate for
The two exceptions
mayor was chosen.
are Lewi&ton, where D. J. McGillicuddy
received 21t51 votes to :iUU6 for VV. B.
Ellsworth,
Skelton. Republican, and
where Arthur W. Greeley was re-elected
for his fourth term. In Auburn, which
was Democratic last year, E. G. Eveleth,
Republican, defeated D. R. Hastings,
Democrat, by a vote of 1557 to 131#, and
the entire city government is Republican
except that a new election must be held
for councilmen in three wards where
there was no choice.
The other cities carried by the Republicans are Bath, Eastport, Gardiner.
Hallowell, Rockland, Saco, South PortIn
land, Waterville and Westbrook.
Saco the mayor's election was carried by
and
in
Westbrook
six
by
only
plurality,
two.
Returns from the elections in Oxford
County towns, most of which took place
The
on Monday, are given elsewhere.
political affiliations of the officers are

not

stated,

as

small part in

party politics plays

our

municipal

a very
elections.

The only death resulting directly from
the high water in the Kennebec River
occurred at Skowhegan Tuesday when
N. C. Carri, a laborer, was swept over
the falls and drowned. Carri was working on the bulkhead at the Skowhegan
Pulp Co.'s mills, where the ice was badly jammed. The cake he was standing
on rave way and he was whirled away
in the swift current. His body was not
recovered. Carri was 45 years old and

married.

WHITTKMOKE DISTRICT.

J. A. Starbird and wife have returned
to bis farm from Norway, after spending
the winter with their daughter.
Fred Allen has finished work at Mechanic Falls and returned home.
Grant Royal has sold his apples to G.
H. Porter, and has them all hauled in.
Frank Starbird of South Paris is hauling wood from his wood lot in this
neighborhood, which he purchased a
short time ago.
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler and son Bertie are
visiting her mother, Mrs. C. E. Whittemore, at Mountain View Farm this week.
Some of the farmers are wishing for a
Alfred Daniels has
little more snow.
about fifteen cords of pulp wood to haul
to South Paris yet.

BETHEL.
The Bethel library trustees served their
annual dinner at the town meeting in
Oden Hall and realized 125 from their

efforts.

At present much sickness is in town.
Mr. J. M. Bartlett is very Ul from
eyrsipelas, and Mrs. Hiram Twitcbell
is critically ill from pneumonia.
Tuesday afternoon the W. C. T. U.
observed as Frances Willard day.
The lumbermen welcomed the snow
as the warm days had threatened to
bring lumbering operations to an early
close.
Dr. Wiley, the veteran physician, who
has passed more than 90 years, is ill at
his home.
Thursday afternoon great anxiety wae
caused by the news that most alarming
symptoms had developed in the case of
Dr. C. D. Hill, who had been suffering
from typhoid fever. The hours brought
nothing to awaken a reasonable expectation that he could recover, and on Friday evening at 7 o'clock the community received the announcement that
the gravest fears had been realized.
In the death of Dr. Hill Bethel has
sustained a loss beyond expression. He
was a successful physician, skillful sur·
to
geoo, valuable citizen, always ready
aid in all that pertained to public interests, unselfish to a marked degree and
Not only
abundant in deeds of charity.
Bethel has sustained a loss, but a large
circle of homes will feel a personal loss.
Dr. Hill was in the prime of life, and by
his integrity and skill held a large place
in the hearts of the people, who will
sincerely mourn his loss. Funeral services were held at his late residence Sunday afternoon, and the burial will be
Monday in the family lot in Saco.
Dr. and Mrs. Gehring go to Cleveland.
Ohio, Monday, for two weeks visit with

friends.

BRYANT POND.
Lakeside Cottage was not purchased
by Arthur Ricker as reported last week.
Mr. Waterhouse thought at one time he
would sell, but come to get down to
business it made him homesick, and he
concluded to keep the cottage.
Everything passed off quietly at the
town meeting. Postmaster Bowker was
re-elected treasurer of the town by a
unanimous vote, making twenty-seven
—

V»

—

l»»»n V» ΛΛ**

αΙλλ^/wI ♦λ

till that responsible office.
Miss Essie Bowker has been engaged
to teach school at Newry this spring.
Quite a delegation of Patrons from
Franklin Grange attended Pomona at
West Paris on Tuesday.
W. G. Morton moves to Mechanic
Falls next week. Fred Cole is working
for him at present.
Verne McAllister has returned from
Hale.
There will be a fancy masquerade ball
under the auspices of the Universalist
Society held at Grange Hall March 13.
Dancing 50 cents.
Supper 50 cents per
Admission to hall to all not
couple.
holding dancing tickets, 10 cents. All
who are intending to participate in the

TOWN ELECTIONS.

FRYEBURG.
BUCKFIELD.
Mr. A. F. Lewie left Tuesday morning
Freeland Dunham expects to receive
xeatment at the Maine Central General 1 or Boston and Washington, D. C.
IN OXFORD
Hiss Bertha Harriman is at home from
OFFICER8 CH08EN
Sospltal.
COUNTY MARCH 3.
A. W. Libby is making repairs on bis 1 he Emerson School of Oratory In Bosate purchase, the Francis Spaulding 1 on.
Mr. George Richardson has moved his
ALBANY·
farm, so-called, with a view to an early
removal. Edwin Maxim is to occupy 1 amily into the upper rent in David
Moderator, F. G. Sloan.
Clerk, W. B. Cummlng*.
►he stand that Libby vacates, and Wm. 1 laley's house.
Selectmen, W. E. derrick, C. β· Beck 1er.
Miss Lena Howe returned to her
Record is to occupy where Maxim lives.
Treaauier, W. B. Cummlngs.
Horace March has purchased a horse ι chool in Saco Saturday.
Collector, w. I. Beckler.
S. 8. Committee, A. O. Bean.
Mr. Frank Bemis has been quite sick.
for his monumental business.
Superintendent of ."chool», Ε. E. French
The ladies of the New Church held
Wm. C. Spaulding of Caribou arrived
Total amount of appropriations, $3,900.
Enoch
I heir sewing meeting with Mrs.
n town Thursday.
ANDOVXB.
Rev. B. F. Turner expects to receive ( yhase Thursday afternoon.
Moderator, John Γ. Talbot.
Mrs. Frank Boynton of Conway has
treatment for appendioitis at the Maine
Η. M. Th >ma«.
Clerk,
ι «turned to her home after spending a
General Hospital at an early date.
Selectmen, Geo. O. Hue, Chaa. M. Newton, F.
ι I. Smth.
6. W. Tilton is putting in a forge and j ew days with Mrs. Joseph Johnson.
Treasurer, L. M. Hiwey.
About seven Inches of snow fell Wedjther paraphernalia for smith work in
Collector, B. L. Akers.
ι lesday night.
his shop.
8.8 Committee, John F. Talbot
Mr. Elias Nelson has moved his family
Superintendent of Schools, Bertha Poor.
The late snow has revived the pulp
Boad Commissioner, Henr? B. Porter.
I nto his honee at the head of Main
business.
Total amount of appropriations, $3.460.
his
to
! itreet. Mr. Nelson has returned
Joseph Withington is improving.
BETHEL.
Herman Ctishman, a former Buckfield rork in Saco.
Moderator—R. H. Hastings.
Mr. J. S. Barrows, marine editor of
boy, has been elected alderman-at-large
T. Barker.
C'eric—L.
for the city of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, :he Boston Journal, was at the Oxford
Selectmen—S. B. Twltchell, F. J. Russell, C. E.
Barker.
where he now resides. Herman has many )ver Sunday.
W. Hastings.
Treasurer—W.
Mrs. Anne Osgood Stone is the guest
Buckfield friends who will be pleased to
Collector— F J. T»ler.
< >f her
sister, Mrs. Wright Cousins.
know of his euccess.
8.8. Committee—Charles F. Abbott.
Mr. H. G. Freeman has completed his
Superintendent of 8chools— II. H. Hastings
Town Agent—A. E. Ilerrick.
»wn reports.
NORTHWEST BETHEL.
Auditor—Calvin Pl-ibee.
to
her
returned
Effle
Jordan
mill
Miss
Jack Chapman is at work in the
Total amount of approprlstlons, $11,435.
iome in South Windham Thursday.
at West Bethel.
BROWNTIELD.
The ladies of the Congregational sewS. S. Bennett of Gorham, X. H., made
Moderator. C. W. Harmon.
brief calls on old friends here the 5th.
ing circle met with Mrs. John Phillips
Clerk, Ε. E. Bounds.
Mrs. Claud W. Florence from Bryant's Friday afternoon.
Selectmen, S. E. Eaton, Wm. P. Brooke, W. C.
Blckford.
Pond has been epending some weeks
and Collector, A. F. Johnson.
Treasurer
WILSON'S MILLS
with her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
8. 8. Committee, H. N. Giles.
and
S. W. Bennett were
Leavitt
Lewis
this
at
of Schools, F. L. Marston.
Superintendent
place.
Leroy Morgan,
Road Commissioner, Fred W. Stickney.
A crew of men with sixteen horses at- working on the Β. M. Co.'s dam at the
Total
amount of appropriations. $2,690.
tached to a sled which looked as if it head of Aziscoos Falls.
BUCK FIELD.
J. W. Clark has returned from his
might have been the one Noah used to
Moderator, T. 8. Bridgham.
log out timber with, went by here the finite in New Hampshire and Vermont
Clerk, Alfred Cole.
in season for the March meeting.
5th.
Selectmen, H. F. Irish, V. P. DeCoster, A. E.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flint have gone to [fete.
SWEDEN.
Treasurer, Renj. Spauldlng, Jr.
Colebrook to visit their daughter, Mrs.
Collector, Ellis Whitman.
Wheels came to the front for two days E. L. Johnson.
8. S. Committee, Alfred Cole.
last week, but the enow etorm of WedJames Tenney was up on bis regular
Superlntmdent of Schools Fred A. Robinson.
Total amount of appropriations, 10,076.
nesday night gave nice sleighing again. trip Wednesday.
a
few
seaOur young people are enjoying
The very unusual weather for the
BYRON.
The last was son of the year has upset the calculawhist parties this winter.
Moderator, -T. E. Shaw.
at H. O. Saunders', and was a very pleas- tions of the lumbermen. It is more like
Cl-rfc, H. H. Richards.
Selectmen, H. H. Richards, K. G. Knapp, S. E.
ant affair. The next will be at Eva B. the middle of April than the first of
Pressey.
Evans' March 14th.
March.
Treasurer, John Houghton.
The people of Sweden are cordially
Collector, F. I». Abbott.
NORTH ALBANY.
8. 8. Committee, G. A. Taylor.
invited to unite with Mr. and Mrs.
of Schools, John 8. Taylor.
Superintendent
killed
nice
had
a
Roecoe Emery
pig
Lyman Plummer in celebrating the
Riad Commissioners, E. G. Knapp, G. T.
Hodsdon, O. W. Pressey.
twenty-fifth anniversary of their mar- last Wednesday.
Total amount of appropriations, $ΐ,βη0.
Ed Good is at work for Mr. Isaac Morriage Monday evening, March 17th.
rill of Bethel.
CANTON.
<*ORTH PARIS
Married in Shelburne, Ν. H., March 0th,
Mo'lerator, Ο. Η. Richardson.
2913 pieces of mail were distributed by Mr. Herman Brown and Miss Mary E.
Clerk, J. W. Thompson.
Selectmen, B. C. Walte, Ε. E. Caldwell, D. B.
Carrier Stearns on this route in January. Kimball, both of Albany. Their neighPetrborn.
West Paris Grange is in a flourishing bors and friends wish them true hapTreasurer, J. W. Thcrpson.
condition, having taken in several new piness and a long life.
Collector, O. M Rlcnardson.
8. 8 Committee, John Bridge.
mAmhers latelv.
Superintendent of School·, W. W. Carver.
SUMNER
Mrs. Hilhnan passed away Wednesday I
Road Commissioner, A. A. Eastman.
Sturtevant <8 working at Oliver
Bertha
four
about
after
March
Total
amount of appropriations, $8,865.
5th,
morning,
weeks' sickness. Mrs. Hillman has been Bonoey's. Mra. Bonney is sick with the
in very poor health for a long time.
Ε. B. Richardson is quite sick at this
time.
Mrs. Seth Benson is on the sick list.
Mrs. Ella Andrews is with her for a few

The steam mill of Charles Silver was

burned Thursday night, Feb. 27th.
When discovered the inside was all a

Moderator, C O. Pendexter.
Herk. 8. T. Brown
"e'ectmen, Isaac H. Berry, Fred Sanborn,
Henry W. Evan*.
Treasurer, George W. Gray.
Collector, Zeblner G. Whitney.
8. 8. Committee, Elmer W. Berry.
Sup-rintcndent of Schools, Charlea O. Pendexter.
Road Commissioner, Almon P. Plnn*e.
Total amount of appropriations, $3,700.

SPRING

Λ

r

THREE GOLD MEDALS
PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

1

WalterBaker&G'

BOXBDKT.

Moderator. John Reed.
W. Bobbins.
Selectmen, A. W. Bobbins, F. If. Merrill, L

Clerk, A.

Cocoa and Chocolate

K. Thomas.

Treasurer. John Beed.
Collector, H. P. Ila'l.
S. S. Committee, John Beed, If. P. Hall
Superintendent of Schools, A. W. Bobbins.
Boa<l Commissioner, A. A. Jenne.
Total amount of appropr<atlone, $2,550.

hand and

vitation
and the
us

H. M. Adams.
S. 8. Committee, H. B. McKeen.
Superintendent of Sell -ols, Fred If. Bartlett.
Treasurer, Arthur F. Moody.
Collector, V. H. Llttlefleld; percentage, ."4
8TOW.

Moderator, D. P. Charles.
Clerk. I. A. Walker.
Selectmen, Almon Emerson, W. S. Leavltt,

Hm received the highest indorse·
ments from the medical practitioner,
the nurse, and the intelligent house·
A
Λ
keeper and caterer Λ

Barrows.
Treasurer—G. A.

Flint, F. D.

friends, customers,
general to call on

display

of

we

Sun th Pari».

FREE VACCINATION,

1

feel

to do

SHURTLEFF,

CPTO.V.

The Hoar·! of Health of I'arln will furol'h free
Dr.
lacclDatloii diirli.x lie month of Ma-ch.
Wixulbury will vaccinate at South 1'arlH ami Dr.
I'arle.
West
at
1'arkanl
I'nr I)nli*r l'A Itl8 IIOAKD'lF ΙΙΚΛΙ.ΤΙΙ.

sure

honest

that you will be

Very truly

con-

to

do

us.

yours,

J. F. Plummer,
CLOTHIER & FURNISHER.

31 Market

Sq.,

Sou'h

Paris, Me.

Wrappers!

Wrappers!

WATERFOBD.

display.

customers

our

your trading with

girl
A good reliable woman
housework for a family of two.
ALVA

fine

a

vinced that it will pay you

or

8.8. Committee, H. 0. Saunders.
Superlntemlent of Schools, Bertha G. Holden.
Road Commissioner, Ε C. Tower.
Total amount of appropriations, fl.MO.

have

we

give

goods.

DORCHESTER. MASS.

Wanted

Treasurer. Alvln Ptke.
Collector, M. E. Perry.

Moderator. Chas. Chase.
Clerk. F. O. Godwin.
Se'ectmen, Β. I. Abbott, John Burke, Lincoln
Fuller.
8. 8. Committee, F. W. Bragg, A.M. Coolldge,
Η. I. Abbott.
Hupe-Intendent of Schools, A. W. Judklns.
Treasurer, E. Abliott.
Collector, Chas. Chase.
Total amount of appropriations,

at

in-

an

values for their money, in reliable
If you will call and see us

Established 17 80

V.

SWEDEN.

Holrien.

We

Walter Baker & 6-umit«i

Alice

Roa<I Commissioner—S. F. Stetson.
Total amount of appropriations, $3,940.
Moderator, M. Ε. Perr/.
Clerk, Enfleld S. Plummer.
Selo tmen, C. E. Jones, W. M.

public

see our

in

to extend

We handle only standard
made goods and these are the
newest anH b st in th ir respective lines.

I

"KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

8UMNER.

Moderator—L. H. Nlsbee.
Clerk—Llewellvn ». Heald.
Selectmen—S. F. Stetson, C. II. Bonney, G. II.

Davenport.

wish

our

to

Of which

Geo Drew.
Treasurer, A. H. Scavev.
Ool'ector, W. S Leavltt.
S. S. Committee, W. H. Farrlneton.
Superintendent of Schools, Alice M. Emerfon.
O. Barrows.
Road Commissioner,
Total amount of appropriations, $1,475.

C.

and

we

Spring Clothing,
Furnishings, Hats
and Haberdashery,

8 ΌΜΚΙΙΑΜ.
Moderator, H. A. Blckford.

Clerk, Fred H. Bartlett.
Selectmen, Jonathan Bartlett, Wll'Um Adams,

Chandler.
Collector—Charles W. Field.
S. 8. Committee—F. W. Blsbee.
Superintendent of Schools—Miss

SEASON is

The SPRING

SUMVOBO.

Modentor, Waldo Pettenglll.
Clerk. Fred O. Raton
Selectmen, H C. Dunton, Y A. Thurston, W.
3. Morse.
Treasurer, P. B. Martin.
Collector, H. L. Elliott.
8. 8. Committee. Stanlev Blsbee.
Superintendent of Schools, Hayon Smith.C. H.
Road Commissioners, C. II. Morrison,
Sraham.
Total amount of appropriations, 144,675.

DENMARK.

gtippe.

|

PORTER.

Moderator, Albert Pox.
j
Clerk, Allaworth Sawyer.
Selectmen. James Chapman, David RlJIon,
ι
1 lerbeit L. Rldlon.
Superintendent of SchooU, Orm n L Stanley.

Moderator, B. Q. Mclntlre.
Clerk, Melville Monroe.
Selectmen, C. H. Pride, M. F. Knight, F. Λ. 1
"
Noble.
IDEAL" 's the only wrapper
I have a larger line than ever and the
Treasurer, Daniel Brown.
are
Collector, C. H. Piide.
that has the REAL VALUE in it. The styles, (it and workmanship
H. 8. Committee, Geo. A. Miller.
Hapgood, 1
Road Commissioners, Freeman
of the best.
Fred L. Ray.
Total amount of appropriations, #5,585.

was saved but one board
Besides the mill and machinery
of tools.
Loss,
Very few went from this section to Mr. Silver lost a nice set
about $1,000, with no insurance.
town meeting, as usual.
Our store keeper, W. F. Bonney, has
Farmers are improving this snow to
WOODSTOCK.
built a store house, which will be very
finish their teaming.
DlXratLD.
Moderator—.Tames L. Bowker.
to
wear
are
fancy
requested
dancing
a number of new members have convenient for his business.
I. Swan.
Quite
Moderator, John S. Harlow.
Clerk—Ned
costumes.
Those wishing to hire cos- been taken into the West Paris Grange,
Selectmen—W. H. Lurvey, H. C. Bacon, ElClerk, Geo. P. Stanley.
990WN FIELD.
tumes are requested to notify G. L.
Selectmen, Willis W. Walt*, Albion Holman, bridge Crooker.
and more to follow soon.
Treasurer—lames I,. Bowker.
About eight inchee of snow fell here Willis Towle.
Stephens three days before the dance.
S. 8. Committee, A. L. Douglass.
Collector—B. R. Billings.
PERU
Ned I. Swan is to go to court as juryWednesday afternoon and evening.
It will be
8. S. Committee— R- Ο Dunn.
Superintendent of Schools, W. H. Ormeby.
to my store.
I intend to add a dress-making
man next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fitch of Sebago are
Treasurer, J. P. Johnit· n.
Mrs. Nellie Harriman went to WaterSuperintendent of Schools—Mabel II. Howe.
Road Commissioner— Ε. H. Pike.
Collector, W. W. Abbott.
Β. M. Fernald of West Poland was in ville to see her sister Maggie, whose guests of Dr. and Mrs. Fitch of this
Total amount of appropriations, $6,675.
Total amount of appropriations, (3,625.
March (9.
town last week.
husband is sick.
village.
FRTSBURG.
LINCOLN PLANTATION.
The sick folks are all convalescing.
Dr. Bennett of Bridgton was in town
Elroy Gammon has a very sick horse,
Wm.
Gordon.
Π.
Hart.
Moderator.
W.
Moderator,
The oldest son of Ambrose Curtis of and they think that he will lose it.
this week.
LOVEUL
Clerk. N. Charlea.
Clerk, Ε. H. Brooks.
Rumford died of canker rash, and was
The play Down East will be rendered
J. A. Arnold collects the taxes for
selectmen, T. W. Charles, D. H. Chandler,
S.-lfctmen, W. H. Hart, R. A. Story, George
Mrs. Caroline Kimball, wife of Albert
B.
at
Ε.
was
and
talent
D. E. Hutchlns.
local
H.
to
Pond
last
for
roads:
the
Nn· un
20th
March
dollar.
week,
brought
by
$.015 on the
$2,000
Values
Extra,
Kimball of this place, died Sunday
John F. Merrill.
Treasurer,
Treasurer, J. C. Bean.
to
be
to
the
of
interred at Lakeside cemetery.
and
Bean's
for
town
given
Hall,
proceeds
support
charges
•$1,250
Collector, Fred C. Davis.
Collector, R. S. Bean.
morning, the 2d. Mrs. Kimball was one
at
The grange drama. Little Trump, was poor; $900 for schools: $75 for school the Universalist circle.
widths
All
Lacts.
in
Torchon
( New Ginghams, Muslins and Dim|
W.
Atkinson.
II.
Bennett.
8.8
L.
U.
Committee,
S. 8. Committee,
who took much enjoyment in life, and
All books; 9150 for repair of school houses.
to a full hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rowe, also Mrs.
Superintendent of Schools, F. H.Jordan, M. D.
ities for wais's and dresses.
Superintendent of Schools, Mrs. D.C. Bennett.
cents per yard.
Ji
had a large circle of friends, by whom played Friday night
5
Bennett.
A.
Holt.
H
G.
Fred
Road
Commissioner,
Koad
Comndssloner,
the actors were well adapted to their
Reuben Linscott, who have been visiting
The funeral
Total amount of appropriations, $9,205.
she will be much missed.
Total amo mt of appropriations, $875.
frAST BETHEL.
Orene Cole as Little Trump
friends in Massachusetts, have returned
service was attended Tuesday afternoon parts.
OILEAD.
MILTON PLANTATION.
her part to perfection.
A fall of snow the 5th, gives us good to their homes in this village.
from her late home by Rev. D. E. Burn- played
Moderator, T. G. Lary.
Moderator, William C. Brooke.
visited
Miss Minnie Cox of Norway
sleighing
again.
I.
were
R.
ham.
The tloral tributes
Clerk,
Peabody.
many Mrs. Edwin Mann over
Clerk, Henry Davis.
HERE'S A GEM
The song of the robin is in the land.
Sunday.
Selectmen, T. G. Lary, A. J. Blake, A. A.
Assessors, Clarence E. Jackson, Fred F.
and beautiful.
Newell.
The Gould Academy students are at
Foster, Walters. M lllctt.
Engineer Bowker visited his people
Mrs. Blanche P. Russell and Blanche
Albeit Bennett.
Treasurer,
ME.
Treasurer,
Henry Davis.
SOUTH
this week.
MAXIM BLOCK,
vacation.
weeks'
for
a
two
home
A judge's decision that all can
Charles are visiting at Conway.
Collector, M. M. Mason.
Collector anil Constable, Lewis W. Farnum.
Miss Ada Briggs, Miss Lulu Tuell and
A crew of twelve men and sixteen
8. 8. Committee, J. E. Richardson.
EiNTKKX TKLKMIOUE 10:l-ll.
Nelson Hutchins and family are at his
UNDERSTAND.
Chester Lane of West Paris attended the horses passed through this place the 4th,
Superintendent of 8chool·, H. P. Wheeler.
DANGER OF COLDS AND
father's.
Road Commissioner, J. M. Newell.
drama on Friday night.
en route for New Hampshire.
LA GRIPPE.
Total amount of appropriations, $1,800.
The village circle was entertained at
Miss Nellie Bartlett from Berlin, N.
Wheeling, W. Va., Jan. 19.—Judge
Tho greatest danger from colds and la
the American House Hall Friday evenGREENWOOD.
II., spent the past week with her rela- Marmaduke H. Dent has sent out from
ANDOVER.
grippe is their resulting in pneumonia.
ing.
Moderator, L. E. Cole.
that august and sedate body, the West
If reasonable care is used, however, and
The amount of money raised in town tives in this place.
A.C.
Clerk,
Owing to want of snow Fox «.t LeLlbby.
Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals at ! Selectmen, E. W. Penley, L. P. Bryant, H. D. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy taken, all
Baron have finished their logging opera- meeting is less than last year, as follows:
OXFORD.
Charleston, a gem in the way of a de- Cole.
danger will be avoided. Among the tens
tions at Sebago, and moved home Thurs- For schools, SS00; free high school, $200;
Treasurer, Walter B. Rand.
cision wherein he departs from the
At the town meeting Monday the
of thousands who have used this remedy
G»o. W. Richardson.
support of poor, $400; roads and bridges,
IfcS/S
Collector,
day.
Ar/
an
exand
were made:
gives
traditionally technical
8. S. Committee, G. W. Coffln, M. E. Laphnm. for these diseases, we have yet to learn
Wee man McAllister is at home from $t»0O; public library, $125; school books lowing appropriations
A.
Richardso
Chaa.
law
of
of
Schools,
$1,400 position
refreshingly simple Superintendent
of a single case having resulted in pneuaud supplies, $125; improving the cem- Commun schools
Waterford. and ;*t work for his father.
500 and
llltjli nchool
amusing that he who runs may son.
monia, which shows conclusively that it
Road Commissioner, A. B. Bryant.
W. M. Benton is steadily gaining in etery, $250. Other appropriations to be fuel. Insurance anil supplice
300
The decision lias
and laugh.
is a certain preventive of that dangerous
400 read
Total amount of appropriations, $3,985.
taken from the money in the hands of Support of poor,
health.
500 caused a mild sensation among the
It will cure a cold or an attack
To pav town debt
malady.
the treasurer.
1IANOVEB.
600
Town officers'
OENMARK
of la grippe in less time than any other
yere and has brought the judge so
Town meeting passed off quietly; no Highways and salaries,
Moderator, W. B. Howe.
2,000
bridges
»
as
the
before
jurist j Clerk, Arthur G. Howe.
treatment. It is pleasant and safe to
people
500 prominently
At the annual town meeting held Mon- excitement to call out a large vote. Contingent fund,
35 that, although he is the only Democrat
Selectmen, A.T. Powers, J. B. Howard, E. P. tike. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P.
day the following appropriations were Formerly the Swain Notch Road was on Memorial Dav,
40 on the
Kreelan<i llolmce library
made:
Supreme Bench, he has been Smith.
Parlin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
the hooks and those who favored the (Gilbert
6Π
Treasurer, Arthur G. Howe.
brtilice
President by his Republican
I 300 road were on hand but that is a thing of Stanton brittle
150 elected
Sehoole,
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Collector, L. A. Roberts.
L
Smith.
ami
Geo.
S.
S.
1,'ΛΟ
Committee,
bridges
Highways
the past. The King's Daughters were
Kev. Mr. Gilpatrick of the Cobb Divin- colleagues. in
"00
of 8chools, Harry E. Dyer.
l'oor
in
RanSuperintendent
case
The
Few men have to sign their names I
point originated
S0»> much interested in the new fence which
Town chargée
Road Commissioner, Frank E. Russell.
ity School preached at the M. E. dolph County. Eli Moore made an as- Total
more times than does Gen. Scldcn Con100 they contemplate building around the
amount of appropriations, $760.
School books,
church
Maine
Sunday.
10»
for his creditors, but hoped to
nor of Augusta, United States pension
β
fte|> ilrs of school house*,
so were present with books of
PABTKOBD.
Herbert Dennen has gone to Bemis to signment
A*) cemetery,
Kree high school,
AcGen.
reserve something from the wreck.
agent and ex-governor of Maine.
cuts and figures.
The town will gener- work on Cummings' mill.
Dtiltin TrUplioue 110-3,
W. 8. Robinson.
Moderator,
Mrs. James Ingalls has been taken to
he got his father-in-law, Rev.
Connor signs his name to about 75,000
Clerk, T. B. W. Stetson.
ously help them.
The receipts for the drama Nevada, orl oordingly
the hospital in Portland for an operation.
Mustoe, to invest this secret
wishes to announce that he ha» the exclusive
Selectmen, B. F. Glover, C. H. Berry, J. M. checks in the courso of a year. It would ι
The last rain with the continued warm the Lost Mine,
at Robinson Hall Anthony
played
Mlllett.
sale of
to
Portland
his
Dr. S. T. Brown was called
reservation in lands for
daughter
seem in a case of this sort that a stamp
weather has so completely carried off
were $69.
T. B. W. Stetson.
Treasurer,
evening,
Saturday
the
But
to
attend
the
Wednesday
operation upon the snow that loggers are looking wild.
Clara, wife of the assignee.
bearing a facsimile of the general's handALFRED PEATS & CO.
Collector, L. C. Record.
The Parsonage Society met with Mrs.
Mrs. Ingalls, which is reported as having
reverend sire neatly bought the land at
8. S. Committee, L. A. Keene.
writing would be the best thing possiSledding is gone unless we have more Mary Frost Thursday.
L.
W.
of
Intendent
Schools,
His
Llbby.
been successful.
it.
I
Super
and
a
In
low
daughter
large
kept
figure
ble, but this is not allowed.
snow.
A fall of 8 inches of snow last
Dr. Donovan of Lewiston was called |
Road Commissioners, J. W. Llbby, W. E.
Mr. Foster Pingree is reported to be
brought suit in the Circuit Court and Russell.
M
departments, where it would be imposnight helps the roads where it is smooth. to see Mrs. Frank Keene Wednesday.
the
in a very bad meutal condition, <&c.
to
the
checks,
lost.
She
all
of
Supreme
to
amount
of
for
a
man
Total
$4,350.
sible
appealed
appropriations,
βΐμη
{
The Andover Manufacturing Co. have
The town report shows the following
court bâing
lower
The heavy northeast snow storm struck about 500 cords of birch
I
the
who
and
do
Court
clerks
authorized
won,
there
are
and can show samples of over 600
duly
HEBRON.
yarded in the figures:
this place Wednesday afternoon about
Here are some bits from
reversed.
the work, but in Maine Gen. Connor I
woods and much of it must remain there.
Moderator. C. H. George.
patterns of these new prize papers at
Total
valuation—$433,961.
3:30 and about 0 inches of snow fell in a
Dent's judicial philosophy.
does it all.
Clerk, F. H. Marshall.
The new church is soon to be comAmount appropriate'! and assessed—#10,106.77.1 Judge
prices ranging from
short time.
Selectmen, J. L. Bumpus, Baker Phillip·,
Resources—$10,778.93.
and will be dedicated when done.
pleted
MerrillEzeklel
CURED.
LA
GRIPPE
Cents per Foil
Mrs. John Harriman of Fryeburg is
Five Cents to
QUICKLY
Liabilities—$13,166.07.
Treasurer, F. H. Marshall.
Hay is plenty and sells for $10 and $12
Liabilities above resouroe·—$2,387.14.
DENT PHILOSOPHY.
the winter of 1898 and 1SÎM) I was
W. Scott Hearce.
"In
visiting with Mrs. A. H. Jones for a few per ton.
Collector,
Cffered
Ever
Value
The
Best
of
Number
polls—361.
Κ red Packard, Franklin taken down with a severe attack of what
8. 8.
days.
Poll tax—$3.
"This is a suit from the peaceful Pierce. Committee,
Potatoes are plenty and sell for 75 and
are the finest proThese
patterns
Rate of taxation—$.021.
L.
F.
is
La
called
Hewett,
Grippe," says
shades of Randolph County, ihstituted
80 cents per bushel.
WATERFORO
Superintendent of Schools, Dr. J. Γ. Donham.
ductions of American and foreign
a prominent druggist of Winlield, 111.
Road Commissioner, D. F. Cummlngs.
Mrs. Lizzie, wife of Charles H.
Wood is scarce. So many depended on
by Clara, intermarried with Eli Moore,
Mrs. Ada A. Houdlette, wife of John
Tntal am/Mint nf Bnnr.inrlnHnna A3 7ΓΛ
botartists, and are handsomer and of
5th.
was
two
March
I
used
medicine
died
of
"The
the
Rev.
ineon,
consumption
only
of Montrose, against her pa,
M. Houdlette, died at her home, δ the mill for wood as last year, that they
better value than can be purchased
HIRAM.
tles of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It
She leaves a husband and two sons.
Anthony Muetoe, of Brietz, near the
Hathon Square, Charlestown, Mass., are short.
anywhere else.
broke up the cold and stopped the
Mo'lerktor, J. E. Stuart.
Rev. Mr. Waterworth is giving his
happy land of Canaan, the neighboring Clerk,
Wednesday afteruoon, February 26. Her
If you wish
Chss Cotton.
paper for but one
WEST BUCKFIELD.
coughing like magic, and I have never
Mrs. people some interesting sermons.
county of Tucker.
death was due to heart disease.
Selectmen, O. S. Spring, Ceo. Mtlltken, R. N. since been
room or a whole house, be sure and
with Grippe."
troubled
the
contest
for
"Eli
entered
is
at
work
Harlow
disfigbadly
Fannie
G.
Miss
Lowell.
Houdlette was a native of this town, and
|
see these samples before you purChamberlain's
Cough Remedy can
Treasurer, A. W. Sadler.
N€WRY.
her sister, Mrs. Ed Phinney, at Buck- ured. The backbone of hia evidence
was born on September 2S, 1846,
being
chase.
Collector, Almon Tournebe depended upon to break up a
always
had been broken by the obstruction put
The community was greatly shocked field.
the daughter of Asa C. Ford. She lived
S. S. Committee, J. F. Twttchell.
severe cold and ward off any threatened
in its way in the execution of the deed
Miss Vinia Bonuey is at work
in Charlestown the most of her life. The by the news of the sudden death of Mr.
Superintendent of Schools, Κ. M. Noble.
attack of pneumonia. It is pleasant to
Road CommUeloner, F. A. Ollpatrick.
of trust and note under seal; solemn
funeral was held at two o'clock Friday Ed Lane of Newry Corner, which oc- Wilson Conant at the same place.
are the most
Total amount of appropriitloos, $4,S10.
take, too, which makes it the most de
Miss Minnie Ellwood is at South Paris | acts which cannot be easily explained
afternoon, Rev. William M. Kiiumell, curred near noon Friday, Feb. 28th. He
that
most
of
and
one
the
sirable
LOVBLL.
is
prep
he
popular
estopped
away and by which
pastor of the First Univerealist Church had been away visiting friends, and re- at work for Henry Robinson.
arations is use for these ailments. For
Moderator, W. O. Brown.
Arthur Hall's children are having the from telling the truth—and not a great
The re- turned home ill. Pneumonia set in, aud
of Charlestown, officiating.
Frank C. Walker.
sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Pail in
mains were taken to Dresden Mills, Me., he became dangerously sick, but rallied, chicken pox.
hardship on Eli. In addition, a num- Clerk,
Selectmen, Ε. T. Steam·, U. F. McAllister, South
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Xoyes
ber of his neighbors, notably among W. S. Fox.
and it was hoped he would speedily reCharles Lowe has been to Stow.
for burial.
Treasurer. O. A. Kimball.
Drugstore, Norway.
them two of his brothers-in-law, pa's
Romanzo Lowe has a bad cold.
cover, when typhoid symptoms appeared
Collector, Fred W. Brown.
Hisl son's, who are in a position to know,
EAST HEBRON.
anu ne oecame rapiuiy worse, aua pussou
Victor Pearson has the grippe.
S. S. Committee, W. O. Brown.
Ara You falng Allen'· Foot-lCaar !
An only child, a wife and daughter are gaining eiowiy.
say his reputation for truth and veracity
The roads are far better since the last away in a few days.
Superintendent of Schools, George W. Walker.
Shake Into your »lioes Allen'* foot-Haw. η
Dean H. Wiley.
hesitate
not
do
Road
and
Commissioner,
the
moved
is
not
Dealer in Pictures, Picture Frames, Music and Musical Merchandise,
have
and
they
beet,
whom
John
and
her
with
the
ice.
family
storm has covered up
husband,
Fiagg
daughter,
lHjw.ler.
It euro* Corns, Bunions, l'a'nful,
Total amount of appropriations, $3,5US.
to declare that they would not believe
Frames made to order from the largest and
Pianos and Organs.
J. Edward Bonney of Auburn, former- Mr. Lane resided,. have the deep sym- into his grandmother's house.
{smarting, Hot, Swollen feet. At all Diugglsts
λ
MASON.
an·! hoe Stores, 25c.
Funeral services
Shirley Bonney has bought him a him under oath.
ly of Turner, is very sick and rapidly pathy of the people.
handsomest line of Mouldings ever shown here.
that
F.
Brown.
show
to
C.
tends
"The evidence
He has sold his old farm to
Moderator,
His son Sherman visits him were held March 2d, and his remains horse.
failing.
Clerk, Errin Hutchinson.
while Pa Mustoe does a little preaching,
constantly and thinks if he continues as were laid beside his wife, who died sev- Augustus Hayhew.
Selectmen, C. F. Brown, Ervln Hutchinson,
the
into
lost
the
to
her
is
with
Emma
sheep
Mrs.
daugh- trying
eral years ago.
Interment in Hanover
gather
▲. F. Morrill.
on last week to fail, he can remain here
Bonney
Treasurer and Collector, F. I. Bean.
ter, Mrs. Dan Emery, at Buckfield, help- fold, and has one eye on the pearly gates,
but a few days.
cemetery.
8.8. Committee, A. F. Morrill.
from
cease
wicked
where
the
her
little
troubling
for
to
care
from
ing
granddaughter,
George Ramsdell, a graduate
Superintendent of 8chools, F. I. Bean.
SUNDAT RIVER.
the
he
are
at
the
and
is
keeps
sick.
rest,
who
weary
amount of appropriations, 9706.
now
in
Bates
Rachel,
Total
Hebron Academy,
College,
The road is full of teams and men
in
an endeavor to
windward
with
to
other
to
have
commenced
is very sick with typhoid fever iq
go
They
MEXICO.
make friends with the mammon of unwheels.
the Lewistnn hospital. His mother is in coming out of Ketchum.
Moderator, R. L. Taylor.
L. U. Bartlett lost a nice horse a few
Lewiston to receive reports from the
righteousness. While trying to serve Clerk. A. D. Virgin.
SOUTH RUMFORD.
two masters he gives his present alle"electaen, J. M. Doyen, J. R. Austin, S. A.
ago at hie camp in Ketchum.
physicians and inform her husband, E. days
Re»d.
Mrs. Herbert Kendall fell and hart
Γ. Ramsdell. His sister, Mamie, is in
more
Maggie Bessey recently visited rela- giance to the one he can see, taste, hear,
so
Treasurer, H J. BImford.
off
is
her
and
unable
to
around.
the
other
and
back,
get
puts
tives in Andover, and went to the K. of feel and smell,
the same college.
Collector, H. B. Whitman.
Mrs.
Howard
is
A.
the
J.
and
Churchill.
a
little
8.8.
a
with
Committee,
Chapman
suffering P. ball there Feb. 21st.
promiee
preaching
Willie Record and wife now have the
Superintendent of Schools, Payson Smith.
with rheumatism.
The McKinley League held a sociable of a more convenient season.
sixth little daughter, since the 27th.
Road Commissioners, H. T. Richards, MIlol
Mr. F. Fenderson is at R. M. William- at W. A. Wyman's Feb. 26th, but it was
"He makes a big effort to outswear Mitchell, W. O. Burgees.
Frank Hodsdon and little family passed
io cents
1 qt. milk cans,
Total amount of appropriations, 17,075.
such a bad night that only about twenty- several other witnesses. His attainments
last Sabbath with his parents, L. R. son's, laid up with a cut foot
a
Mrs.
M.
him
Littlehale'e
horse
cast
in
win
will
hardlv
direction
for
in
this
taken
was
got
were
five
milk
2 qt.
Hodsdon and wife. He drove home in
cans,
present. $1.25
15 cents
NXWRY.
the league. They have nearly 817 in the crown when he presents his credentials
his sleigh Monday morning and his wife his stall, and is in a bad condition.
H. F. Thurston.
20 cents.
Best
Moderator,
—Best of
10
qt. pails,
Incubators are not popular here—havand two children went on the afternoon
treasury now, and this is one of the at the golden gate of the New Jerusalem
Clerk, J. 8. Brown.
cents
The Good Book saith there le a place for
ing better luck the old-fashioned way.
Selectmen, W. B. Wight, H. M. Kendall, T. A. 12 qt.
smallest leagues.
train.
25
We would like to make you your next suit or
of
Mr. and Mrs. Peaslee have gone to
Mr. and Mrs. John Keene entertained whosoever loveth and maketh a lie, and Blame·.
The road leading from Geo. Packard's
6 cents.
1 qt. dippers,
Treasurer, J. 8. Brown.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
of
trousers.
a small company at whist March 4th. they shall in nowise enter therein.
8. 8. Committee, W. B. Wight.
to the station was badly drifted and the Washington on a bridal trip.
pair
10 cents.
2 qt. dippers,
of 8choola, W. H. Congdon.
"Therefore, the money that Eli sucSuperintendent
Cake, ice cream and pop corn were
teams pass through D. W. Marshall's
of
amount
Total
#2,050.
appropriations,
of
out
ceeded in bluffing his creditors
OICKVALE.
served.
tield, the road being unsafe for teams
REMEMBER OUR SPRING STYLES OF HATS are
NORWAY.
Town meeting is over and the atmosuntil the snow melted away.
Friday evening, Feb. 28, Ed Haines must remain the money of his trusted
This will
you some id°a of
He justly punishes Eli
Moderator—A. 8. Kimball.
and wife from West Peru furnished father-in-law.
Mrs. Lucia Curtis has returned to her phere is clearing up.
ready. They are fashionable.
Clerk—Chaa. O. Mason.
The fowler is caught in
Ebenezer Hopkins, an aged citizen of music for a social hop at W. A. Wy- by keeping it.
in this lot. About
sister's, Mrs. T. L. Rogers'.
Selectmen—D. 8. Sanborn, Alvln Brown, H. I the
and
snare.
his
own
were
man's.
About
is
ill
with
there,
twentyThose who are soon to be our neigh- Peru,
M. Jackson.
dangerously
pneumonia
Treasurer—IT. J. Bangs
returned
worth now on sale.
His son judging from the hour
bors on the Η. B. Phillips farm have not at the home of R. S. Tracy.
Winter Clothing, Underwear, &c., selling at wholesale prices.
▲8 TO MB8. CLARA.
Collector—Geo. A. Cole.
to their homes, they must nave had a
arrived but are expected to move in in a and John Blake are caring for him.
8.8. Committee—Frank Kimball.
"With Clara it is somewhat different.
Miss Eva, daughter of C. N. Child, good time.
P.
Barnes
of
Schools—Chae.
short time.
Superintendent
Road Commls«lonera-C. E. Freeman, Anson I
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Scarlet fever has prevailed some time iritnesses, Eli is not the only one in
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Tailoring Department
of Portland,

Charge of W, S. DUNHAM
Experience and Ability.

Tailor

Trimmings,

$300

Hobbs' Variety Store
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H.

Noyes Company,

just
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' busy.
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WE DO CORRECT TAILORING
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effective, and

father, Greenllef Hodsdon,

Prepared

ïRNEST P. PARLIN,

Prescription Druggist,

Spruce
remedy

South Parie,
Coughs,

H. P. Wheeler of Gllead waa in town
Monday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Stanley spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. c. W. Bowker.

Otford Hcraocrat.

ïhc

SOUTH PARIS.

NORWAY.

FARMERS' INSTITUTE.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
Makoh Term, 1902.

▲ WELL

ATTENDED

AND

PBOFITABI.l

The rural free

MEETING AT NORWAY THURSDAY.

COl'RT OFFICERS.
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much pleased with their advance of
hundred per year in salary.

on<

After a few days' wheeling the snow
Harry Taylor, the evangelist, Henry C. Peabody,
Justice Presiding.
The farmers' institute at Norway came
supplie»! at the Baptist church on bun- I Charles F. Whitman,
just in season to help out those wbc
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«torTH PARIS POST OFFICE.
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Weslev Leighton of Eastport is visit- Ellery C. Park,
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County Attorney. others present. The meeting was called work.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Kimball entertainSheriff.
his mother, Mrs. W. O. Frothing- I James R. Tucker,
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KAILWAY.
to order by Hon. John A. Roberts, ami
TKl.NK
..ULtD
whist club at their home on Bridge
Η. E. llapunond.
ham.
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A.
Hon.
culture,
sent
storm
PARU
snow
A large com pany from this village atWednesday night's
KU>H LKAVK SOCTH
W. A. Barrows,
Messenger. addressed the audience briefly and intro
tended the band concert at New Hall,
«J a. *., .daily, Sunday· la. the runners flying for two or three days
term of Supreme Judicial
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(ji>!dîî ι. wu—1>
ol
duced Dr. Fellows, the new president
4 4» P· M
A. M
Considerable business was done on a
South Paris, Thursday evening· Norwaj
I ,·.« »
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Court, which takes the place of the the University of Maine.
Dr. Fellowt
up—10 w A. M.. 3:38 P. M..
l
take great interest in the band.
9:M little snow.
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former February and May terms, will
tjri included). Sunday only,
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spoke briefly acknowledging
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A *
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Grace I. DeMotte, go to Boston the last Judge Peabody presiding.
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:
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Farms of New England.1
p a.. Church prayer meeting on
two trustees of the public library, the
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AU, not other- East Bethel.
nz at 7 :3e o'clockferred to the San Jose scale, saying thai entire list of
straight Republican nomiInvited,
Foreman.
B. G. Mclnt're, Water ord,
la-cted, are cordially
it was the worst pest ever introduced nees were defeated by the Democratic 01
The two upper classes of the high
Ell W. Barker, Bethel.
-.tluureh, Kev. A W Hottle, Haator.
into this state.
Buy trees from well "Citizens" party. The officers elected
ri.lng prayer meeting. S:» a. school are excused from attendance this
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George W. Frothingham came near
losing one of his handsome pair of horses
NKKTINUS.
STATED
by a severe illness last wee*, but the
Keffular I animal was finally puUed out aU
M,—Fllk Lodge, No. ;»4. full
moon.1 A horse belonging to H. V F orter
r. e\ enlng on or before
v_Mount Mica Lodge, regular tneet- also saved from a similar attack by
.v evening of each week.—Aurora J
prompt treatment.
r?tan i third Monday evening.i,

s

,.

'^era

I Monday afternoon to attend the
of Mr Hebbard. two of his sons, Harola
being members of the senior
and junior classes respectively.

>nh

s

!

Eben Kee»en<len, Fryeburg.
J. P. Hall. Oxford.
Ernest L. Hatch, Porter.
Frank Ε Hoyt, Rumford.
Ervln Hutchinson. Maa n.
J nues W. Llbby, Hartford.
John F. Lord, Albanv.
Albert C. McCrellle, Norway.
Reuben 9. Moulton. Hi.am.
Chas. F. Oldham. Cant >n.
W. H. Packard. Hebron.
L. W. Ripley. An>lover.
John D San·!·, Browntleld.
Wlnfleld S. Starblrd. Pari·.
Fred W. Warren. Buckfleld.

the
For traverse jurors
It will perhaps be conducive to ac·
venires have been returned:
curacv to say that it was not Paris jail,
Lewi* C. Akere. Andover.
as has been reported, but Auburn jail,
Fred II. Bartiett Stoneham.
from which John Morrison recently
Henry N. Burhank. Hiram.
Dennis W. Cole, Bethel.
escaped. He was sentenced in Oxford
Setli 1 I>av, Porter.
in
at
to
one
October
last
jail
year
County
Vlrjctl P. f)eCo»ter, Buckfleld.
Auburn for larceny of a team.
George B. Foster, Sumner
ElbrWge G. Gammon, Norway.
\n entertainment will be given ®ex*
George H. Gleason. Mexico.
Thoma* Harmon, Brownll 'ld.
FtUlav «»·!. March 14 by the M·
Frank 11. Hill, Pari»
iilee Club, for the benefit of tlie ιιι>.η
H. S. Howard. Hartfonl.
The entertainteam.
■I. A. Jone«t. Fryeburg.
Irv'.n C Kl'lder, Peru.
ment to be followed by a short sociable.
C Howard Lane. Parle.
Tickets can be obtained from the memFrank Mai tin. Rumford.
bers of the school or at ShurtlefFs drug
Charles H. MrKenzle, Rumford.
All seats reserved.
J. M. Newell, Glle vI.
store at 25 cents.
Frank 0. Shaw, Waterford.
Rev W. w. Hooper will be absent for
George L Smith, Hanover.
tieo. P. Stanley, Dix Held.
the next three or four Sundays, and the
Chu* F. Starblrd. < >xford.

Select high land foi
known agents.
Don't buy every now
your orchard.
to
the old kinds. The
stick
but
variety,
Baldwin and Rhode Island Greening ait
The Ben Davis is s
standard apples.

were

as

follows:

Clerk—C. G. Mmod.
Selectmen—D. 8. Sanborn, H. M. Jackson
Alrln Brown.
Treasurer—H. J. Bangs.
Town A*ent— W. F. Jones.
Superintending Committe>— Frank Kimball.
8.8. School·—C. P. Barnee.
Tra'tna of Public Library—B. 8. Bldeout, J
A. Roberta.
Truant Officer—Geo. A. Cole.
Roa<l Commissioners—C. E. Freeman. Ad soi
Milieu, J B. Front.

good grower, a good bearer, a good
shipper—and a very poor flavored apple.

Would eel
Go slow on the Ben Davis.
I
out Baldwin, Hubbardeton, Nonesuch
and Gravenstein.
Cultivate, fertilize
and spray. Ashes is a good fertilizer,
Geo. A. Cole declined to serve and tht
Raise only a few varieties.
At the afternoon session Dr. Fellows selectment appointed S. G. Hatch, truanl
addressed the audience briefly, compar- officer.
Ra e foi
Collector of Taxe»—George A. Cole.
ing the state of Maine with Wisconsin,
lectins. 11-3 per cent.
where he has lived, and finding man) roConstables
J. Ε
P.
appointed—F.
Towpe.
points of resemblance. Dr. Fellows is a Marston, WC. Cole, W. W. Twombly. G. A
Hatch
8
G.
R
A.
Gammon,
fluent speaker and made a good impres- Cole,G A. Morse.
Ε R. Jordan. G. F. Hathaway, A. P. Bassets. Κ
sion.
<». French, J. F. Sampson anu C. F. Boober.
Dana H. Morse of Randolph, Vt.,
The usual number of surveyors, fenct
spoke on hay production. How shall viewers and sextons were appointed.
so
without
stock
we feed our
buying
Taxes will be due Nov. 15th, 1002. Aftei
much grain from the West? We should
Jan. 1st, 1903, interest at 6 per cent to
will
work
It
fall.
the
in
land
our
plow
Voted
1903, then 10 per cent.
mellower and retain the moisture bettei May 1st,
a salary of $300 for the superintendent ol
than if plowed in the spring. Then harschools. Tlie matter of building a school
row thoroughly, the more the better.
house was left with the school board,
Professor J. L. Hills of the Vermont
who are to report at the adjourned meetExperiment Station then spoke on dairyto be held May 3d. Appropriations:
ing
raise
poor
ing. We cannot afford to
· 2.000 0C
of debt,
There are too many of them in Payment
cows.
».000«
Schools,
li»fl
about
1,300 oc
Maine, the average being
Poor,
cows.
Interest
Test
cow.
your
pounds per
Salarie'
'5£22ί
Weigh the milk of each cow, and test its School books.
522
Si
MOW
Give your cows good air. Repairs of school houses,
duality.
400
apparatus.........
We cannot materially
change the lnsurar.eeand
8/00 Of
Roads, of this $500 for Lake Road,
quality of the milk by feed. We can -Snow bills,
l.°00 «
change the quantity, but a heifer that Public Library
iSSS
00
1,600
will
coni
Free
first
School,
in
her
milk
rich
High
year
gives
5"
Memorial Hay
JO
tinue to do so through life. Do the best I
1.000 0i
Fund,
Contingent
you can in everything you undertake.
1
#16,850 0C
Total,
S. M. King of Paris and Benjamin
Printed items of the appropriation of
Tucker of Norway were called upon and
spoke briefly on the subject under con- one thousand dollars, expended on the
sideration.
; Lake Road, were very kindly given to
Mr. Roberts of Norway spoke of the the voters by the selectmen.
good work being done at the University I Mrs. V. W. Hills, Mrs. F. E. Drake,
of Maine, and the institute was declared Miss S. B. Prince and Grace K. Nevers
closed by Commiseioner Gilman.
I started for New York Monday, on a busiThe meeting was well attended and ness trip.
profitable throughout. Over a hundred I Clarence B. Pike of Livermore Falls
farmers were present and were well en- was in town this week calling on his

following

Swl baseball

A Great Surprise
MoKINLEY MEMORIAL FUND.
Balaam fo r
The following additional subscriptions la Id store for all who use Kemp's ruarantea I
Throat ami Lurgs, the great
the
are reported :
sold on It
Is
It
remedy. Would you believe that
th
RESIDENCE.
NAME.
merits and any druggist Is authorized by
to
yoi
proprietor of this wonderful remedyfails give
Geo. C. Nadeau, Romford Falls, Me.
to cur !
never
It
free?
1>ottle
a
sample
B. C. Scrlbner, Hum font Center, Me.
All druggists sel t
acute or chronic coughs.
J. H. Martin, Rumford Point, Me.
Kemp's Malsam. Price 28c. and 60c.
F. B. Martin, Rasa ford Point, Me.
John E. Elliott, Rumford Point, Me.
To Sfotbera In This Town.
Making total for Ramford, $35.45 |
Children who are delicate, feverish an·! cro# .
BY BON.
Grmy'i
will
get Immedlnte relief from Mother
Total, $0 25 Sweet
H. H. Richard·,
Powders for Children. They cleanse tin
stomach, act on the Uvcr, making a sickly chilc !
MEXICO.
A certain cure for wormt
Total, $0.50 strong and healthv.
H. W. Pjrk,
Sample Free. Ad
Sold by all druggists, 25c.
OBAFTON.
Le Boy, Ν. Y.
Allen
S.7)lmeted,
dress,
Ernest B. Farrar.
(HI· W. Brooks.

ί

I
■

A. F. Brooks.
S. P. Davis.

James 8. Lane.
C. I.. Parker.
Julian H. Farrar.

Frank Cotton.
O. M. Sanborn.
F. G. Ham.
Dr. FT. F. Fitch.
C. Ε Spring.
L. R. tilles.
James R. Stone.
Samuel Warren.
Wm. Q.Norton.

BBOWNFIELD.
A. F. Johnson.
James R. Bill.
O. A. Blake.
Thomas Seavey.
W. C. Boul.
Newton Clough.
Francis Poor.
James M. Rlcker.

HARLOW,
South Woodstock, Me.

C. B.

at ANDREW HOUSE, South Paris,
TUESDAY of cacb week commencing Feb. 18th
Permanent

filed

a

ALBANT.

Lerl R. Brown to Imogene Brown, $1 00
BETHEL.

Addle R. Stevens to Wm. E. Bumpus,
W. E. Bumpus to J. B. Robinson,
SUMNER.

Noyes to Maurice L. Noyce,
PABIS.

A. F Hollls to Maurice L. Noyce,
Same to same,
M. L. Noyes to L. S. Swan,
WOODSTOCK.
W. C. Richmond to F. L. Wyman,

Man and wife to work on mv farm—tli
Biecoe farm, In tle Blscoe neighborhood—t
the first of April.
Inquire at m;
residence, the Amos A. Bird house, High Street
South Paris.
MRS. E. A. JACKSON.

commence

J. RA8TIN08 BEAN, RKGI8TER.

Kdwin Andrews to L. M. Mann,
Ella M.Packard to H.A.Packard,
HABTFOBD.
Albert Ames to W. E. Bowker,
oxroBD.

WANTED

175 00
100
225 00

The Mechanic Falls House, in Mechanic Falls village. Two and one-half
stories, 10 rooms. Stable 40x40 feet,
will accommodate twenty horses. Onehalf acre of land, with large garden.
Part of
Will positively be sold at once.
purchase price can be left on mortgage
if desired. Inquire of John Whitman,
South Paris, or £. A. Faunce, Mechanic
Falls.

OPEN TO ALL

We are desirous of placing our new household article In every home. Opportunity to
get one absolutely free of charge for anybody who cuts out this ad. and returns It to
us with the name of this paper.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARI*,

NOTICE.
give· notice thai he
administrator of the

The subscriber hereby
ha* been duly appointe·!

e*tateofOR|S

WKEKS, late of Port»r,
in the County of Ox furl, ileceased, and given
directs. All person· having
law
the
bonds a·
deceased are
demand· against the estate of
desired to present the same for
make pay·
to
all Indebted thereto are requested
ment Immediately.
WEEKo.
E.
I>ANA
Feb. 18th, 190Î.

sail

...»

»

notice.

that he haa
The subscriber hereby gives notice
of the
liecn duly appointed administrator
estate of
of
Paris,
lite
KINGM AN CHURCHILL,
and given
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
deceased are
demands against the estate of saidsettlement,
ami
desired to present the same for
to make payall Indebted thereto are requested
UEO RUE W. BEKRY.

I INT

BURNT

AQUARELLE^

COLORS,

MEDALLIONS

PHOTOS.

cloth and made up in Sofa Pillows,
Glove Cases, Cushions, Ao.
Suppllo·.
Amatour

Blue Print·

on

Miss

Libby, Norway, Maine.
5000 Rolls New

GEOBGE M. ATWOOD.
Clerk and Treasurer.

SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK.

WtTER

WOOD,

PLATINE

will be held at the office of the Treasurer I
South Paris on Saturday, April S, at five o'cloc!

BORN.

Optician.

Practical

; SOUVENIRS

PEOPLE'S WATER COMPANY.

50 00

Watchmaker and

ment Immediately.
Feb. 18tli, l'JOi.

The Wllhelmut Company, New York, Ν. Y.

ANNUAL MEETING.
1 00
Notice Is hereby given that the annual mcotln
of the People's Water Company of South Part!
700 00 for the election of officers for the ensuing yeai

1400 00
'JOO 00

St., Auburn.

SALE"

STAND FOR

NOTICE.
To whom it may concern. Whereas, my wlf(
Edna A. Cole, has left my l»ed and board, wltl
mit just cause or reason, I hereby give notlc
that I will not be responsible for any bills cor
tracted by her from this ilate.
JAMES E. COLE, Jr.
Witness, Clayton K. Bhooks.
South Paris, Me., Mar. 3,190S.

50 00
50 00

address,

M James

Expert

GUITAR

AND

MANDOLIN

BANJO,

FOR SALE.

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

J. A.

I have for sale 22 tons of No. 1 Hay at thi
place known as the A. G. Pearson farm in Buck

will reeome teaching on the

Eggs from fine pen White Wyandotte»
50 cents per 13.
P. E. WHEELER,
Total, $1.30
8 Porter St., South Paris

BANKRUPTCY.
Elliott Rich of Bethel bas
petition in bankruptcy.

Heirs of

FOR SALE.

HAY

Total, $1.15

Samuel Richards,

CHARLES 8. LEWIS

Wall

-

Paper and Borders!

ANNUAL MEETING.
Ne·I I Swan, Woodstock.
In East Hebron, Feb. 27, to the wife of Willie
Morton of Auburn visited his
Notice Is her-by given that the annual meetlni
AlMon L. Tubbe. Greenwood.
Record, a daughter.
of South Paris Savings Ban]
of
the
Itère
Friday.
Corporation
S.
N.
Ν.
of
in
Horatio
Buck,
In Norway, Feb. 27, to the wife
Vpton, Bethel
Bev.
Bridgton, an able speaker.
for the election of officers for the ensuing vea
a son—Donald Crosby.
George E. Walker, Norway.
vis- (i-vskin of Mechanic Falls will supply the
Its Hanking Rooms In I ythlai ■
a .kniin '-wett is in Boston
M
Preeton B. Walker, Lovell.
In South Albany, Feb., to the wife of Herman w II1* held at
Block. South Paris, on Thursday, the 27th «lay ο
™· *
-·η. Vernon B. Swett.
Holt, a «on—Arthur Eugene
at 2 o'clock I' M.
J. A. Junes of Fryeburg has been exIii East Stoneham, Feb., to the wife of Asa March, A. D. 1Η0Ϊ,
from the announcement on
so
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Secretary.
attendance.
from
left
cused
Wednesday
a daughter.
M 1.1 noughts.s
Kent-ton,
\[
March 8,180».
of
the
some
Maine,
South Paris,
made to accommodate
In Kezar Falls, Feb. 27, to the wife of Clinton
to relatives iu
The continued civil docket numbers
: .ι few days
a
Wood, daughter.
parties.
OUR COMPLETE FULL
224 cases, the equity 7, and the criminal
In West Pari*, March 7, to the wife of Carroll
Canton.
Auction.
A Bacon, a son.
Any one wishing to vote on the silk docket 57. These are of comparatively
<>n Stearns Hill are pack-1
ι:
of
wife
the
to
In Rumford Falls, March 5,
of small dimensions, but nothing is thereby
sale on Sat
iiuilt contest can do so at the
To be sold at
Nelson Bushley, a daughter.
-flipping their apples, which! Κ V Parlin and at Grace Thaver s. The indicated as to the length of the term.
March 22d, 1902, at κ
urilay,
-old for I3.Ô0 per barrel.
λ\
in
ti.,
now
Of the thirteen prisoners
jail,
children having vote Wks
o'clock A m., at the residence of Ε
MARRIED.
\ .lacks· >n wants a man and □leased to have your name on the list.
only one is bound over to this term of
Μ ν
in Ox
P. Faunce in Oxfoid
is
one
Particulars
court. That
Napoleon Sturgeon,
η her farm.
: :y
CH.U RKN holding «
tu, ..tas,
Call and see them.
Room.
Are now in our
all his household goods anc
Mr Kit u
brought from Rumford Falls on the
;
her advertisement elseLUxte Murphy.
In South Paris, March 8, by Rev Edwin W. ford,
«··*
Μ Ι-ι» W hee'.er,
charge of breaking and entering an unPierce. Mr. Fred Herbert Corbett and Mies furniture, one Home-comfort Stove
Prices very reasonable.
w'aer..
Alice Virginia Sturtcvant, both uf Paris.
inhabited building in the day time.
tools and othei
In Shelburne. Ν. If., March 6, Mr. Herman little used, farming
-ter Λ Co. are preparing to
Y
Frank Hemming, who was committed
mIL Walker.
Karle Be***.
Brown and Miss Mary E. Kimball, both of
and
store
too numerous to mention
in
their
tiling
things
MS- Mertte
last week, is here on an appealed case |
Albany.
τ
MlasLeKb.
luakt ο:
improvements in the near
In Andover, Feb. 22, bv Rev J. F. Keith. Mr. Terms cash.
for sale of liquor.
cîÀrk.
Koee cu"
Ml*s Shurtleff,
H. Claude Marston and Miss Lillian A. Cutting,
futur
Another of the prisoners is awaiting
HAM T. BUCKNAM, Auctioneer
both of Andover.
,
William H. Hebbard died at his home this term of court with the prospect of tertained. Mr. Gilman made an excel- friends.
\ τ way and Paris Concert Band
In Rochester, Ν. H., Feb. 13, by Rev. tieo. W.
11
after a short some time being released from an inW. Parker of Norway and
A. D. Cook enjoyed the Sabbath with Farmer, Mr. Ralph of fanford.
-t-riass concert at New Hall | in this village Friday night,
lent impression upon the people, and i
ea*
No'iceof First Meeting of Creditors.
Ml»s Leila D. Ro-s
from typhoid fever.
carceration that he did not anticipate. the
is that a good choice his mother at Westbrook.
—l.iv e.ening, but had a small au- illness
feeling
March 5, by Rev. B S. Hideout,
I
general
In
Welchvllle,
ι ,,.,ι has been a resident of Soutti ι ans This is
the District Court of the United Statei for thi
In
was senwho
and
Connors,
so
Monmouth
was
of
who
Timothy
badly Mr. George Albert Cnskley
Fred H. Cummings,
was made in his appointment.
1
Dlstrl t of Maine In Bankruptcy.
for several vears, and lias been in the tenced in the Rumford Falls Municipal
handled by ruffians at Bemis last week, Miss Iza Etta Jones of Oxford.
In
I in Bankruptcy
M:- Fiank White and child of I>an- employ of the Paris Manufacturing
T rufp,
AT
BUILDING
Court in November to a term of thirty
SCHOOL
NEW
is on the gain.
·η have been spending
He
Bankrupt. )
\
As many others
where he worked very steadily.
for intoxication.
SOUTH PARIS,
DIED.
days
The firm of Leveroni & Co. opened
I
IrewT.
Ruff, of Jtum
An
of
creditors
at
the
and
To
here
with with friends
But in
,,„e here from Norway, where he ha.
district afore
do. he appealed to this court.
No one doubts that the brick school their fruit and confectionery store in the
ford, In the County of Oxford and
X rway.
order to do this, it was necessary for \ house is overcrowed.
a
More ample ac- Opera House Block, Saturday.
said,
bankrupt.
In South Paris, March4, Sarah Rel>ecca, widow
Notice 1» hereby given that on tie 24th day ο
him either to give bonds for his appear- ; commodations are much needed. UnMrs. Edith Bartlett was elected presi- of Hezeklah Crockett Clark, aged t."7 .-ear*.
W. Pierce is supplying the I
Feb. A. D 1902, the said Andrew T. Itulf wa
the
In South Paris, March β, Stephen K. Kimball,
allowed.
three
ance at this term, or await the term in
and that the (1rs
be
caused
not
for
should
the
-'
fill
by
to
at
dent
vacancy
delay
Norway
duly' adjudicated bankrupt,
necessary
pulpit
71 years.
the Cour
meeting of Ids creditors will be held at or
jail. He couldn't furnish the bonds and j It is excusable only as it assures better resignation of Mrs. Barnes at the last aged
while Kev. Miss Augell is on
In South Paris, March 7, William H. Ilebbard,
March
on the 25th dav
South
Paris,
In
situathe
House,
he
looked
Then
went to jail.
results. Any matter of public interest meeting of the W. C. T. U. Mothers' aged 44 ycrs.
at wli'cl
1n
the
forenoon,
her v.i. ttion.
o'clock
A I). 1902, at 10
2 o'clock Monday afternoon. tion over and saw that he would have to J that will not bear free discussion must
In East Sumner, March 1, Lincoln L. DavenThe club met
on March 12th.
said creditors may attend, prove the!
the
time
Club,
hiii an county committee
port, aged 32 years.
a trustee, and transact such othe
wait in jail about four months before he I contain, at least, an element of evil or with Mrs. H. D. Smith.
claims,
In Snmner, March 7, Sidney A. Farrar, aged bu Inessappoint
An interesting lyceum was held at the
the ci»urt house
as may properly come before ealdmeel
λ meeting at
λ
would lind out whether or not he was ;
rule may do for the United
Miss Emma J. Smith, on Tuesday 74 years, 7 months, 11 days.
Gag
liiL'h
room
wrong.
school
the
l·riday
time
which
U'
ni >rning, at
e\enin^.
The prospect States
In Jay, Fi b. 20, of pneumonia, Mrs. Cynthia 1
to stay there thirty days.
.
Congress but it is not the ideal evening, entertained her friends at whist, Barrett
l,r (K'bate
f the county convention will be
Adams, aged 80 years—a native of Sum
«la·
didn't appear just cheerful, and he ap- rule for a New England town meeting.
four tables. Refreshments were served ner.
llefcree in llankruptcy
to
t .\e«i.
for
leave
Tucker
with
Sheriff
exto
music
of
was
dollars
wife
there
Mrs.
thousand
which
Caroline,
Five
prudently
In Lovell, March 2,
«.·» »<- plied
following
Albert Kimball.
withdraw his appeal and take his thirty pended will build an elegant high school dancing.
irt week temperance meeting
I
In Newry, Feb. 28, Edwin R. Lane, aged 04
on every overcoat and
Scholars in thi
HAVE cut the
'· changed to Tuesday evening
days. The sheriff told him he had no building on a new site large enough for
Mrs. G. A. Allen and Miss Grierson
w
years
and referred all
the
in
for
MonYork
as!
New
matter,
with
M.
be
held
and
John
Lane,
will
and
Mrs.
needs
Boston
but
authority
for
Feb.
provision
started
In
West
28,
Paris,
the
present
planned,
This means quite a
Town of Paris.
««w
ulster in the store.
him to Judge Johnson, who imposed; any increase that can reasonably be ex- day. Mrs. Allen succeeds Mrs. Skillings aged 72 years.
Wednesday evening, at 7:30
with the Instructions of th
A. Greenwood,
Edith
March
In
accordance
In
3,
llebron,
Johnto
letter
A
when
the sentence.
Judge
; pected for, at least, nineteen years, if in the millinery business.
of Paris, th
«·'«.·;■· k.
your next winter coat now,
•laughter of the late Rudolph and Addle Green- Superintending School Committee
saving to you.
bids fo
son elicited the information that it was that must be accepted as the limit of
The officers of the Y. P. C. U. are as wood, aged 27 years.
Superintendent of Schools will receive
merits of the arguments in favor of t
the
in
winter.
scholars
G.
this
it
of
Arthur
\ tensive repairs are l>eing made
he
of
So
out
Rev.
the
March
withdraw
wear
4,
to
the
In
North
late
too
transportation
appeal.
Brldgton,
Ijolstciβ
Seventy- follows:
usefulness of a school house.
you can get a few months
affirmative. Other features of Hie proFltz
·-: lloor of the Williams harness
Hall, Stearns Hill, and Snow hil·alls districts, b
is waiting sis patiently as may be.
will
five dollars wisely expended on the brick
President—S. B. Cumming».
In Northwest Albany Feb. 16, Clement Belle- callod, for the ensuing year. The routes
huir. occupied by F. E. Buck's
but
The Oxford Bar Association will hold house would put it in reasonably good
anyon
VIcc· President—Carrie Tucker.
as
same
previously,
fontaln.
nra> tically the
00
Buck's barcan cot
V. Frost.
00 Overcoats and Ulsters now
riu -hop uml Guy
All our
its annual meeting Tuesday afternoon,
In West Paris, Mach 2, Infant child of Mr. and desiring particulars and specifications
V
repair for the use of the lower grades. Secretary—Eda
r-easurer—Rlsle A. Favor.
suit the Chairman of the Board, Mr. George
Mrs W. (). Bryant, aged 10 months.
New lloor, partitions, sheath- 1
is
a
at which time revised rules and regula- Look at the figures, -î*)07ô.
there
If
M.
a
10.00
committee
Noyes
Juilor Superintendent—Delia
and a paperof
In Betlie', March 7, Dr. Charles I). Hill, aged At wood, who has the books of the
All our 12.00 Overcoats and Utters now
befor
ing. ete.
tions and schedule of fees, prepared by a citizen of South Paris, competent for the
Ids office. All bids should be mailed
47 year·, II months.
Giles and Miss Florence Tufts
at the last term,
8.00
In Oxford, March 5, Mrs. Lizzie, wife of March 31,1802, to
committee
the
for
a
summer,
wants
appointed
who
Paris
POMONA.
in
South
job
work,
·:
post
All our 10,00 Overcoats and Ulsters now
ti-ed
letter»
OXFORD
Λ'ί
were editors.
ALTON C. M HKBLER,
Charles H. Robinson.
will be presented and acted upon.
o'li· March 10:
give it to him, but see to it that he reSupt. of Schools,
Oxford County Pomona Grange wil
in North Paris, March 5, Mrs. Irena A. 111116.00
now
Ulsters
0.W
has
arand
Association
South Paris.
Mt MicL."l«e«I
The Oxford Bar
All our 7.50 Overcoats
J turns to the town a fair equivalent hold its April meeting at South Paris, man, aged 77 years.
V· ». iH rn-ler*.
ranged for a bar supper to be given at | for every dollar paid him.
»1>u firaf TnncHilV
>1: II I
Ho»ar<l.
5.00
6.50 Overcoats and Ulsters now
»t.
||„.fc.,||
our
All
Hail's Motel. Vorwav. on Tuesday evenv-> sum lees
loue than
Hwn
thirteen
thousand
thirteen
No
PROGRAMME.
I rut « >xnci1a.
M
was anticipated, hut the actual attend4 00
ing of this week. Hon. George D. Bisbee dollars was mentioned at the anuual town
now
All our 5.00 Overcoats and Ulsters
Work, fifth degree.
l.u utenant Vathan A. Chase of ance was beyond expectations. In round of Hum ford Falls will be toastrn aster for meeting in connection with the plans for
F
Womnn's half hour. Toj>lc: Beet method of
Ben
numbers there were 110 from Abou
Ν <ί. s. M., has resigned from
the occasion.
a new building on the old site for all the wa-hiug. Mrs. S. Ε Jackson.
AFTERNOON.
All our fancy pattern suitings and broken lots cut in
It is for you
Adliein Lodge of Auburn, and :>0 from
r
*t···,
on account of removal from
line of Harness.
grades. Larger amount* were heard.
MEETING
I have
COPPORATION
VILLAGE
got in my
Abou
Falls.
a
of
Mechanic
had
'' uι
Monatui Lodge
IK- has for some months
The difference would be nearly $8000
Headings by Heuron, Norway and Waterford
When will
the same ratio. Your tit is among them.
with the Forthill Chemical Co. Ben Adhem worked the third degree,
The interest on that Grtngce. Parle
or exactly $7025.
I
before
A yUET SESSION AND LIGHT VOTE.—
Grange.
bv
and
song
line
you
of
the
see
some
to
interest
it
was
my
that
get
my
and they do say
at HiiniforU Falls.
sum should be sufficient to secure the
Recitation by West Parte Grange.
you try it on ?
OKKK'ERS MAINLY HE-ELECTED.
Question: la It to the adantage of young
services of a good janitor for a separate
prettiest degree work ever seen here.
I
:
of Agriculture
:nin itii>n of Postmaster Samuel
Course
Short
low.
was
the
t»ko
to
and
farmers
beans
and
balced
is
of
pastry
my prices
Supper
My line large
building. Perhaps the assistant janitor
and. If so. whv do not more attend?
V. I' t·· .<· for a second term w\»s seut to served in New Hall and Grand Army
The voters of the village apparently at the brick, who has been hired this atorono,
Discussion opened by \V. K. Hamlin.
,·.
by President Roosevelt last Hall, some over
being laid. spent a large portion of their energy in winter to keep the door locks in repair
plates
Music willl»e furnished by Paris Choir.
»
I
W. J. Thompson. State Lecturer, will be
change the old saying sli<;ht- After supper there was a season of the town meeting, as the annual moct- and to
poke out with a rule the mortar 'Prof.
!\.
term deserves another, and
with Mr. Park as toast- ing of the village corporation Tuesday between the bricks in the rear wall for Invited to speak.
speech-making
t!..«
a fair recognition of the good
J. A. Robektb, Secy.
master. and A. E. Morse favored the evening called out only a small number better ventilation (or to get the buildNorway, Mo.
Eastern 'Phone
><■: ν
..f a popular official.
assembly with a number of readings. of voters ami the business proceeded ing ready to be condemned) could be
TtLG TuobLor Harness Store,
to
to
Auburn
ran
the
carry
train
The Norway
Κ 1 hase of Norway has hired
very quietly.
hired for a reasonable compensation.
I EXAMINATION FOR NAVAL CADET.
NORWAY, MAINE
The meeting was called to order by
<! store in Pythian Block, and the visitors home after the festivities.
Even Mr. N. D. Bolster told the writer i
There will be a competitive examina- 91 MAIN STREET,
;
K.
Brooks
and
C.
has
E.
Haskell,
He
Clerk
R.
school
kept
grade tion for the appointment of a cadet to
that in his opinion the high
•iii»y it April 1st.
account of the severe snow storm,
On
was chosen moderator, receiving 29 out should
ι:
•ι
tv store at Norway, making a
be separated from the lower the Naval Academy from the Second
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO
the I'niversalist parish meeting called
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
of 30 ballots cast.
·ν of five- and ten-cent goods, and
Kor ray own part I rather be District of Maine before a committee
>1
grades.
for Wednesday evening was adjourned to
Chief Engineer A. E. ShurtlefT made I right and stand alone than to be wrong consisting of Professor George C. Purw
•ntinue the same lines of goods
Tonic Our
Friday evening. At the adjourned ses- his
For a
lierc with a considerably larger stock. sion
report for the year, and the report and be even the leader of any crowd, ington of Farmington, Frank H. Chase
Friday evening, after hearing the
made by Miss however
M.
fund
account
Hon.
hearse
and
of
the
it
Lewiston,
Bates
of
large.
College,
W K. Kennev and wife came from report of the canvassing committee
These reports
Our Superintendent of Schools, Alton C. Wedgwood of Lewiston, at the office
Kev. W. W. Grace Thayer was read.
"1 ! wn to South Paris hist week, and was voted to extend a call to
: and the reports of the assessors and C. Wheeler, (whom we all delight to of Hon. M. C. Wedgwood in Lewiston
Paris
South
at
as
settle
to
pastor
Mr Ki nney has taken charge as manager Hooper
had been printed, were
the Hill parish treasurer, which
honor) has had experience in teaching at 0 o'clock a. m., Friday, March 21st,
Norway and South Paris exchange and Paris Hill, provided
ΤΤΛΤΤΙΓ^ΤΤ Α τ.τ.τιη.
and an opportunity to observe. Ask him 1902. The candidate getting the highest
IS
Mr. and agrees to this and will raise a certain tix I accepted.
•f tli·· Eastern Telephone Co.
Ε. N. Haskell was unanimously elect- for his opinion in regard to the advisa- record in the examination will receive
I)efi
Alterative Tonic and Hloo
M rs. Kenney appear very glad to net ed portion of tiie pastor's salary.
most
the
of
But the
ed clerk.
an alternate will be se· It ic m:i(le up
of separating the grades.
or
bility
appointment,
1· tu t.'ain. and the people are glad to nite action with regard to the matter
i
On the ballot for tiret assessor A. W. more on that subject later.
Drugs of the
I lected in the order of their record.
the Hill will probably be deferred for a
welcome them back.
! Walker had 28 ballots out of 34.
Pine, Park, Pleasant and High Streets
time, owing to the absence of severa
combine
in
Ballot for second assessor resulted
M -s I.aura Burnell gave a whist party members of the
could each furnish one or more desirable
Three burglars dynamited the safe in We prepare it ourselves and know it contains these drugs
parish, but favorablt
scattering. lots for a high school building. Let j the Maine Central freight office at Fairresults.
best
the
Tuesday evening, at which four tables action is anticipated. Rev. Mr. Hoopei 15 votes for J. H. Bean and βOn
in the proper manner to
the next these matters be discussed freely. Perw<r·· tilled.
Refreshments of ice cream is now I'niversalist state missionary, auc Mr. Bean declined to serve.
morning and escaped
l field early Tuesday
The Suit business has grown to large
ballot Ο. E. Barrows received 10 out of haps the report of a bare majority of the with $3T> in money and a number of
sati
an
ike were served, and A. E. Morse his
nol
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work
that
for
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engagement
it.
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least
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Committee
ie
believed
it
i\t x'lne of his best readings.
Superintending School
mileage books, but
terminate until the meeting of the statt
with us.
During 1901 we did
bottles 75 cents. At the Pharmacy of
For third assessor Frank Burbank re- not contain the combined wisdom of all one of the robbers was wounded by night
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convention in June.
them
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wu> about the tirst whist party of the
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minority
upon
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policeman Gurney,
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abjut four times the business in this departof as
For collector Α. II. Jackson had 15
season, and a specially enjoyable eventhey rushed from the building.
port. Let every voter in the town
Stephen E. Kimball died Thursday ballots out of 22 cast.
Paris remember the town meeting on Gurney heard an explosion near the
ing was spent.
We believe the
ment tint we did in 1900.
Remember depot just before 1 o'clock. He reached
after a very brief Illness, from gangrent
For treasurer Frank A. ShurtlefT had the first Saturday of May.
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It st ems to be necessary to retniud the
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frotr
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of the foot, resulting probably
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the hour.
that
the place just as one man was disappearreason for this great gain lies in the fact
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two others
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Delenda est Carthago.
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the type is set by hand at hand rate best known citizens of the place, ant engineer, Walker second assistant, with
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and P. M.
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speed: that we have six days in which has resided here a long time.
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a
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ed up the etreet after their companion
PARIS SCHOOLS.
times the Suits we did a
î labor and do all our work, and that
71 years of age, but it has been a com
people. This season we are showing three
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chief
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well selected and are
the last day-and-a half before goiug to uot look a
WtlKN THE SPRING TKRMS ΠΚΟΙΝ ΑΝΓ
day older than twenty-fivi salary at $25.00.
year ago. These are
feet and disappeared.
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*
wama ma/In οo
press. There's uo danger of getting
WHO WILL TKACH.
copy io too early.
maker by trade, and for yearn ran a car- 'art· of larks,
$ 75 DO
and Suit
WOULD SMASH TOE CLUB.
10 00
the building \ ;«re uf clock
In connection with this department we have Dress
The Paris school board held a meeting
News was received here la-st Monday riage «hop iu a portion of
785 00
^
etret te,
of the "Hay Fever AssoFor
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If
for
Block.
Lighting
that
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past
coming
is
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and
which
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North
>
organized
"f the death at
Bridgton
250 00
Kire department
Dr. King's New Disin Ladies', Misses' and Children's
Mr. Fitz few years he has been in the employ of
H50 00 j ear by the election of George M. At- ciation" would use
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rooms where we make
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as chairman.
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w n pastor of the Congregational church the Paris Manufacturing Co.
100 00
it always cures tbis
»1 tuition,
to order.
The dates fixed for opening the spring go to pieces, for
i:i N>uth Paris from .January. 1865, to ball married a daughter of William Debt ami Interest
Suits, Dresses, Skirts and
425 00
that
175 00 t erms are as follows:
malady—and Asthma, the kind drives
Oi tober, 1893, and was a sincere and Young of Norway, who died some years Mlitcellaiieoue bill*
doctors—it
wholly
the
He leaves a son, Frank E. Kimearnest worker in the cause who won ago.
South Parte High School begins March 24th, baffles
and
It was voted to place an additional
Thousands of once
The funeral Saturfrom tbe system.
ml continues twelve weeks.
From our large stock of Suits we select four popular prices
the highest esteem of his people here. ball of South Taris.
on Hill Street as recommended.
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from
Consumption,
sufferers
Mr.
Kev.
attended
was
by
other schools In South Parts begin April hopeless
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At the time of his death he was pastor day forenoon
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investigate
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iu Colorado.
Rubbers has advanced, we shall continue to
Voted to charge interest at β per cent
the anteed for all Throat and Lung Troubles.
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all
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re-elected,
schools
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also
1
after Jan. 1, 1903,
free at Shurt"FAKB" THAT STARTLKD SOl'TH on unpaid taxes
but all new
Jacket is lined
The Woman's Christian Temperance A
the same old
of teachers for other schools 50c. SI .00. Trial bottles
in black and colors.
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$10.00 SUITS made in Venetian
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before
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llounced. The whole .Suit lias a stylish,
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will bo announced later) are as Store, Norway.
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N» w Mall, next Thursday afternoon at
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The assessors were instructed to pur- I olio we:
stores
look, and all for $10.
All the children are cordially in- on information from an authentic source,
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Parla Hill primary—Helen B. Cole.
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skirt
made foot up
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similar to Eton,
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necessary.
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how reasonable in price, $12.50.
the:r marching songs and a happy afterHollow—Florence Richardson.
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noon is anticipated!
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she needs Electric Bitters, the
Jackson.
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spells,
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South Paris, March 4.
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Mrs. Rebecca Clark, who sustained a
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HOW TO CURE THE GRIP.
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Village

Carpet

'Vc.10, ™»||Fs.RVw.oahes.

τιι

price

WE

Buy

j

ÏÏÎiÎarnum,
l!oUie

$12

$15

wh^h ^J}^

/vn

1

Bolster &. Co.,

South Paris, Maine.

Transportation of

di-puuju.son

Carpets

Overcoat and Suit
Iflarkdown

Sse.sfjgFS
Funeral^at
Briat."

Dayton

N.

jI

C|>m

of

Spring Stock

public

i

j

sev-[

New Patterns, Correct Styles and
Low in Price.
Never

HARNESS!

HARNESS!

|

Spring

just

buy.

prices

H. B. FOSTER,

JAMES N. FAVOR, Prop.,

1

Compound
Purifying

Spring

Extract of

Ladies' and
Misses' Suits.

Celery

approved
Vegetable K-ngdom.
produce

guarantee

F.

proportions

Large

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

A.

please

style,

castor.a
Tbe Kind You Have Always Bought

guaranteed by

Men's Rubber Boots

anything

making

Jackets

$2.75 and $3.00.

price

Notwithstanding
$3.75

price,

$3.00,

goods.

pair

buy

SMILEY SHOE STORE
MAINE.

NORWAY,

NEW MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
received.

juf ;t

NIGHT ROBES from 50 cts. to $2.3' y
Other Garments accordingly.
purchasing.

■

J

$15.00

THOMAS SMILEY,

Ladies' and Children's Ferris Healt „
Waists.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,
CASTORIA
^ar8^
·»_
TIs Kind You Hart Alwajs Bought
South Paris, M

//Φα

0EÉ»'S

For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as
Wind andlPain In the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling alter meals,Dullness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills. Flushings of
Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of Breath.Coativeness. Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,
Frightful Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, etc. These ailments all arise
from a disordered or abused condition of the
stomach and liver.
SMCta·'· Pilta, taken as directed, will
quickly restore Females to complete health. They
promptly remove any obstruction or irregularity
of the system. For a
Weak StoOMch, Impaired Digestion. Sick
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.*
they net like magic—a few doses will work wonders upon the V ital Organs ; Strengthening the
Muscular System, restoring the long-lost Comof Appetite,
ρ let ion, bringing back the keen edge
and arousing with the ttamabmf of Health
'of the human
m
^
frame. For throwing ort fevers they are specially
renowned. These areM facts admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the
best guarantees to the Nervous and Debilitated

South Paris.

Pianos and Organs.
Piano Stools,
Covers
AND

Books.

Instruction

is

ρ*
*.»

tkiÎi.

Ηοττι.κ «-κ**

^ΖΛίΐΊΖ
Viïe IL·?

—

We Do all Kinds of....

Syllable Bnlldta*.
of three letters, which
an Anglo-Saxon word signifying
β
lart. lance, spear. Place this syllable
>efore a word meaning a snare and

4

Xo. 40

4

1. A

4
4
1

lave a

ί.ΟϋΟ,ϋΰυ boxes.

Atwood A Forbes, South Pari·.

DOLLAR

ON

to close out odd

6. Use the same prefix before a hayitack and have a great English actor.
He was born and died In the elght■enth century.
Ko. 47.—Concealed Word Sqaare.
[One word U concealed In each line.]
3h. the poker, a eenaltlve poker was he?
He dug him a grave near the old elm tree,
For he said: "A vertigo troubles me.
If the lesser vertigo addles my brain.

—

0

Britannica

MAINE.

Ko. 40.—Three Hollow

The ataunch and elegant iteamere, "Gov.
leave
Dlngley" and "Hay State" alternately
raaklln Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
excepte·!.
P.
at
7.00
M.,
Koston.
dally,Sunday*

These steamer· meet every demand of modern
«teamehlp service In safety, speed, comfort and
luxury of traveling.
Through tickets for I'rovMenee, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. F. L1SCOM B. General Manager.
T. M. BartleU, Agent.

^as
r**®* library
been within everychances are
body's ea.-y reach, and the
that when this offer is once withdrawn,

that such ail

t

Never

opportunity will

Again

of the BRITANNICA contains
Knowledge
Thirty-six Thousand Feet ofSix
Feet ot
and information. Occupies
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
If
you cannot
examine the complete set.
us.
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to

COUPON

I would like full details and
men piges of the New Werner

speciEncy-

State

Κ. Λ. Shurtleff Λ Co.; \. Dud lev, Bryant'»
Orln Stevens. v)*ford.

B.—The prices and terms are as follows:
foi
No. 1—In Buckram Cloth, the sot complete
11.00 cash and Si Ου per month. Pt:ce, SUlW.
an<l 84.01
No. 3— In Half M· >rocco, $2.00 cash,
per month. Price, StO.tiO.
oat! Sô.Ot
tun
SU.00cash,
color,
No. 3—In S'ieep,
^
per month. ltoc*h*UI
above
the
from
price·!,
» percv.it 1.-ducted
»
p.
fill amount la, -uil wulun Uoxtj* Jajc UUu
of hooka.
Ν.

Pond;

|

IX) YUl

WANT IT·.'

WE AKK

NEVKR Ol'T.

A. W.

us

will

bring

WALKER & SON,

HOl'TU

Ι'ΛΚΙ·», «t.

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, «Jtc.

Wanted.
Poplar delivered at my mill, South
Paris, of regular size and length.

Will pay market price for same.
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris.

DRU«<avr

CATARRH

for
to «έλτ

El/s

protect· Uie Membrane. Keetoree the Sendee of
Tante and Smell. Kull Size, 30 cento; Trial size
10 cent», at I 'rug«ri»to or by mall.
ELY BROTHERS, Ji> Warren Street, New York.

TITS

TOY GRAPHOPHONL

QiiUMs Greatest Entertainer
Most Fasciaatiaf. ot all Toys
llHMf tfcere

are

ckiUre· Umc· steaW alw be

A TOY QRAPMOPMONE
PUTS IUD MUSK
■KS NLSSfRY S0A6S
KHAIS MOI Hi 8 G00SI RtlYMIS

Send $1.30 and tbe TOY will be
defivered expressage prepaid.

Ml PHONOGRAPH MIT
164 Tremont St., BOSTON.!

ture.

1» of

Beheaded Acroatlc.
to

chatter

liupa.

value.

We

are

headquarters

Mrs. Jack—Your husband seems to
be a man of good judgment.
Mrs. John—Yes, Indeed! He leaves

for

Farming Tools and Fertilizers.

everything

We cao «how you some of the beet swivel and
Inn·! st.ie plows lu the market, both lu steel ami
wood beams. We have

Disc, Spading and Spring-tooth Har-1

rows,

We

Corn Planters, Cultivators, &c. |

are

also agents (or the

Walter A. Wood

Harvesting Mach'nery.

j dog-star, dog-rose, doggerel.
Acrostic:

Main·,

The undersigned wishes to sell all
his boats, ropes and other ferry property at Rumford Center.
Inquire of proprietor at Rumford

—

FRANK E. ABBOTT.

CHANDLER,

Also Window & Door Frames.

If lu w. nt of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your orders
Pine Lumber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

5. Op-pose.

E.
West

W.

Love is
another.

|

Sumner,

Floor Boards for sale.

CHANDLER,

Maine.

C. Pro-pose.

Rekcham's Pills

Planing, Sawing and Job Work
Matched Hard Wood

Dog,

Primais—
No. 41.—Double
Play. Finals—Work. 1. Pillow. 2.
Loco. 3. Autler. 4. Yank.
No. 42.—Pi:
S» e the day begins to break.
And the light shoote like a streak
Of subtle tire. The wind blows cold.
While the morning doth unfold.
No. 43.
Arlthmograph: Bluebeard.
U*ad. Dear. Lure. Bear. Bard. Drab,
DueL Bread, leader.
No. 44.—A Few Poses: 1. Iuter-poee.
2. Oom-iH>se. 3. Sup-jHise. 4. De-pose.

Ferry Property For Sale.

Center.

Ker tu the Panier.
No. 3Λ—IHagoual: Eagle. 1. Elder.
2. Harpy. 3. Digest. 4. Stilt. 5. Pewee.
No. 37.—Illustrated Rebuses: 1. Almanacs do not well foretell weather.
2. 1 can toe the mark.
38.
No.
Washington's
Anagram:
No. 39.—Charade: Dl-do, Dido.
No. 40.—Enigmas: 1. Hood. 2.

A. W. Walker & *011,

Part·,
Mar. 1», 1901.

uiy Judgment.

birthday.

We have In stock three full c»r loads of Fertilizers. We carry four of the leading brands.
Mouth

to

—

I will furnlwh IHM>KS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.
_

Find the name of a state and the
uame of a lake represented In this pic-

1. The Imp that Is uncivil. 2. The
Imp that is not wise. 3. The Imp that

and watch the
result.

Builders' Finish I

SMf^'JiCOLP1·' HEAD

·

Wisdom.

E. W.

Gives Relief at one·.
It clean serf, soothe»
an<l heal» the ■ li-'eaeeil
It cure»
membrane.
ami
"trivet»
catarrh
awar a coltl In
tiie

ο

50.—Picture Pnmmle.

No. Xt.—JThree

days

ι

TRIAL NIZE.

Cream Balm

ο

·

Doubly tiehead an edge and leave a
7. Doubly behead cattle
dark fluid.
aud leave a Latin word of negation. 8.
Doubly behead to check and leave to
stretch.
My primais spell some things so good
They're often used for pie and food.
And when the winter coraee around
In many households they are found.

"L. F." Atwood's Bitters

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. l.»reest cira
culation of any selenttde tournai. TVrmi·.
•ear ; four months. IL Sold by all newsdealer*.

Î Co.36·8"**"-New M
MUNN
Branch Ofltce. KB K?t, Washington, I). C.

ο

and leave consumed. Answer: Pr-ate.J
1. Doubly behead to charge with
crime and leave a fruit. 2. Doubly behead a sea tlsh and leave to press on.
3. Doubly behead negligent aud leave
4. Doubly behead adulto fail to hit.
terated aud leave clean. 5. Doubly behead grasped and leave knowledge. 0.

tion take

few

elck headache.

kind of praise and envy is

A household necessity—Dr. Thomas'
Eclectric Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds
of any sort; cure· sore throat, croup,
catarrh, asthma; never fails.
Most

|

one

cure

opportunities

idle dreams.

are

talked into

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggiets refund the money if it
our Interests
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
In Oxford and accent counties.
Salary or |
F. A. Shurtleff &
25c.
on each box.
Address
commission
TUE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Co.
Cleveland, Ohio.

SALESMEN WANTED

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests

pud-

CUSTARD PUDDINGS.

STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Men with narrow views are
jroad in their conversation.

what yon eat.

This preparation contains all of the
digest^nts and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you wank The most sensitive
stomachs can take it By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it
First dose relieve·. ▲ diet unnecessary.

apt

to be

AT THIS SEASON

Roughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis,
;liroat and lung troubles cured by One
tfinute Cough Cure.
Absolutely safe.

\cts at once.

If a man says only what he thinks he
is not likely to be a great talker.
Hives are a terrible torment to the
little folks, and to some older ones.
Easily cured. Doan's Ointment never
Fails. Instant relief, permanent cure.
Clb

atlj UiU^ ow«V)

VV

vvu«w·

puddings sufficiently good

BICE PUDDINGS.

If you want a common rice pndding to
retain its flavor, do not soak it, or put it
to boil when the water is cold. Wash it,
tie it in a bag, leave plenty of room for
it to swell, throw it in when the water
boils, and let it boil about an hour and a
The same sauce answers for all
half.
If you have
these kinds of puddings.
rice left cold, break it up in a little warm
milk, pour custard over it, and bake it
as long as you should custard. It makes

I

Self-inspection is said

cure

to

be

a

sure

for self-esteem.

PNEUMONIA

FOLLOWS

A

COLD

but never follows the use* of Foley's
Honey and Tar. It stops the cough,
heals and strengthens the lungs and
affords perfect security from an attack
of pneumonia. Refuse substitutes. F. A.
Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
The rich say that wealth is a terrible
poor are still

responsibility, but the
ready to shoulder it.

A SEVERE COLD FOR THREE

MONTHS.

the mechanism of the Bank
of Franc·» under the guidance of one
of the olBcers. We went Into one great
which there
rqpm in the old building In
wore 200 dtisks inclosed In wire cages,
at the moment I asked what
all

studying

empty

these were for.
"These cages are for our city collectors," I was told. "When a small
merchant borrows from the Bank of
France, he does not, as with you In
America, borrow a bank credit and
hare his loan merely added to his bal-

ance on the books of the bank. With
us the merchant, when he makes a
loan, gets the actual money and takes
It away. He probably has no bank account with us. He writes no checks.
When the loan is due, he does not, as
would be the case in your banks, come
in and pay his indebtedness with a
check; instead of that we send a collector to him, and that collector is repaid the loan In actual currency. Two
hundred men start out from the Bank
of France every morning to collect matured loans. Several days each month

and which ure later filled with currenthe
cy as the collections are made from
bank's borroweEs.
I stood at the paying teller's desk as
I went farther along in my tour of the
Bank of France. As I halted there the
man who happened to be at the window at the moment presented a check

for 50,000 francs. The money was
counted out and handed over to him,
stored away in a big wallet, and he
passed on. I asked If It were not unusual for a man to draw out so much
currency and was told that it was not.
!♦

η·.ιο

Kilt nnnthar 11 luKtrntion

of hoW

Many a man grows wealthy by acting
contrary to the advice of the majority.
general public.—8cribner's Magazine.
SURGEON'S KNIFE NOT NEEDED.
Surgery is no longer necessary to cure LEGAL BOOKS BY THE YARD

worse; the
do it.

only

way to

bat

the

Paper,
Binding· Itnprr·· Client·.
"Legal fillings at all prices, in sheepBkin or calf." That Is an advertisement that you may occasionally see in
Contenta Are Wa*te

the catalogue of dealers In legal books.
The term "legal fillings," says a
writer in Stfay Stories, is applied to
well bound volumes that contain nothing but an odd assortment of worthless price lists, old reports and sometimes cut newspaper pages. The covbetter is to ers are handsome, but the pages are

get

merely so much waste paper.
The volumes are sold to young solicBurdock
"I
my
wish to Impress their clients
Blood Bitters. Scrofulous sores covered itors wLo
a formidable looking library, and,
B.
Β.
cure.
by
I
seemed
beyond
my body.
B. has made me a perfectly well woman." as they have a studied legal appearMrs. Chas. Hutton, Berville, Mich.
ance, they have their effect upon the
whole

owe

life

to

The right kind of a man doesn't wait
for an invitation to kiss a girl; he waits
for a chance.

Bromo-Quinine

FOR TIIE COMPLEXION.
The complexion suffers from biliousDeWitt's Little
ness or constipation.
Early Risers keep the liver and bowels

visitor.
A cheaper line of these "books,"
made of blocks of wood covered with
cloth or calf, handsomely tooled and
beariug a title in gold, can be bought
at prices varying from $2.50 to $4 per
dozen.

One secondhand bookseller in London has made a small fortune by having old books of all kinds that might
be worth about a penny or twopence
apiece rebound In handsome style. He
lias a title printed in gold on the back,
Indicating that the bork is some learn-

ed work upon medicine or chemistry.
These he sells to young doctors at
about 20 cents each, which leaves him
a

good profit.

Tho books make a good show in the
consulting room and help to give the
impression that the young medico is a
It is not wisdom to tell everything deeply read man.
can't avoia
you know, but some people

healthy, and

troubles.

it if

they

tell

remove

the

anything

at

cause

of such

nil.

Three Carlo·· Bell·.

There Is a curious legend connected
with the bells of Messingham church.
It Is said that α long, long time ago a

PRACTICALLY STARVING.
using a few bottle· of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure my wife received relief traveler was passing turough Messingfrom a chronic case of stomach trouble,"
when he noticed three men sitting
insurance ham
says J. R. Holly, real estate,
on a stile in the churchyard and say"Before
III.
and loan agent, of Macomb,
come
Kodol's Dyspepsia cure ehe could ing. "Come to church, Thompson;
tied up separately, in different corners using
She is now to church, Brown," and so on. Being
not eat without suffering.
of the pudding bag.
very much surprised, he asked what it
entirely cured."
CRA.N BERRY PUDDING.
meant and was told that, having no
A pint of cranberries, stirred into a
An egotist is a man who ineists on bells, they called folks to church in
quart of batter, made like a batter pud- telling you the things about himself this way. The traveler remarked that
ding, but very little stiffer, is very nice, that you want to tell him about yourself. it was a pity so fine α church should
with sweet sauce.
Take sweet, or pleasant flavored apples, pare them, and bore out the core,
Fill
without cutting the apple in two.
up tbe holes with washed rice, boil them
in a bag, tied very tight, an hour, or
Each apple should be
hour and a half.

eaten

GINGERBREAD.

to make molasses
four pounds and a
half of flour with half a pound of lard
and half a pound of butter; a pint of
molasses, a gill of milk, tea cup of ginger, a teaspoonful of dissolved pearlash
All mixed, baked in
stirred together.
shallow pans twenty or thirty minutes.

A very good way
gingerbread is to rub

"After

FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR

Cures coughs and colds.
Cures bronchitis and asthma.
Cures croup and whooping cough.
Cures hoarseness and bronchial troubles.
Cures pneumonia and la grippe.
Orin Stevens,
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Take one pound of flour, three-quar·
ters of a pound of sugar, half a pound
of butter, a glass of rose water, four
eggs, and half a tea cup of caraway seed
—the materials well rubbed together
and beat up. Drop them from a spoon
brown in
on tin sheets, and bake them
rather a slow oven.
Twenty minutes,
or half an hour, is enough to bake them.

were

respectively

DANGERS OF PNEUMOXIA.
A cold at this time if neglected is
liable to cause pneumonia which is so
often fatal, and even when the patient
has recovered the lungs are weakened,
DOUGHNUTS.
them peculiarly susceptible to
making
of
take
one
For doughnuts,
flour, the development of consumption. Foley's
pint
half a pint of sugar, three eggs, a piece
Honey and Tar will stop the cough, heal
of butter as big as an egg, and a tea- and
strengthen the lungs and prevent
When
dissolved
of
pearlash.
spoonful
pneumonia. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
a
of
have
no
emptlively
eggs
gill
you
Stevens, Oxford.
ings will do, but in that case, they must
be made over night.
Cinnamon, roseA man must put forth his best and
If you use part lard
water, or lemon.
to win a reputation.
instead of butter, add a little salt. Not greatest efforts
After that the publio acolds him for
put in till the fat is very hot. The more
to keep up the gait.
fat they are fried in, the less they will failing
soak fat.
RAW OR INFLAMED* LUNGS
INDIAN CAKE.
Yield rapidly to the wonderful curIndian cake, or bannock, is sweet and ative and healing qualities of Foley's
sifted
food.
One
of
meal, Honey and Tar. It prevents pneumonia
cheap
quart
two great spoonfuls of molasses, two and consumption from a hard cold setteaepoonfuls of salt, a bit of shortening tled on the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
half as big as a hen's egg, stirred to- Orin Stevena, Oxford.
gether; make it pretty moist with
scalding water, put it into a greased
Women don't worry so much about
pan, smooth over the surface with a how the other half lives as how the
both
sides
on
bake
it
brown
and
spoon,
better half lives away from home.
A little stewed
before a quick flre.
pumpkin scalded with the meal improves
All who use atomizers in treating
Bannock split and dipped in
the cake.
nasal catarrh will get the beat result
butter makes very nice toast.
Price,
from Ely's Liquid Cream Balm.
The "pearlash" referred to above ia
tube, 75 cts. Sold by
spraying
including
soda.
Brothers, 50
or mailed

The following letter from A. J. Nusbaum of Bateeville, lnd., tells its own
which was so popular'
itory: "I suffered fôr three months with ' Homespun,
A druggist prepared me during the past season, will be much
λ severe cold.
It is a particularly
a physician pre- worn this spring.
some medicine, and
scribed for me, yet I did not improve. I nice material, being light in weight and
then tried Foley's Honey and Tar, and shedding the dust easily, besides having
"staying qualities." The
sight doses cured me." Refuse substi- most excellent
Orin new weaves show a glossiness of surfaoe
tutes. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
'
new in homespun.
Stevens, Oxford.

by Ely
druggist*
Warren St, New York.
Meurs. Ely Bros.—I sold two bottles
of your Liquid Cream Balm to a cus-

tomer, Wm. Lamberton, 1416 Delachaiee
St., New Orleans; he has used the two
bottles, giving him wonderful and most
satisfactory result·.
Geo. W. McDuff, Pharmacist.

a Hatchet* · Clab u<
Pot οr Paint.

a

In the south seas dresses arc made
Kith a hatchet, a club and a pot of
paint Every housewife is her owd
robe and habit maker. When she feels
the need of a new gown, she goes and
:hope down a tree. When her husband
needs a new suit, she chops down another tree. That is easy, for men and

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

clad exactly alike—a plain
Fold of cloth caught about the waist
md hanging loosely to the knee or
1
thin. The races inhabiting the Islands
if the tropical Pacific are almost alone
in having no idea of the loom und the
rarlous arts of the spinner und weaver.
This lack Is undoubtedly due to the
of material which
aaturul
women are

—

stream will run
At this rate all
the soil from the hills would soon be
gone were not this soil being constantWater soaka Into the
ly replaced.
crevices of the rocks, and when It
freezes It swells with almost Irresistible force. That a very little of it con
crack an Iron pipe most of us have
found out to our cost. Thus the rock
Is split, nnd the pieces made In this
way are airain broken Into finer and
tlner fragments until new soil Is made
to take the place of that which Is so
rapidly moving down to the lowlands.
-Professor S. C. Schmucker In Ladies'
time

coinee.

mnddy In Its

every

course.

[Iome Journal.

Street

Car Strap·.

It Is η t entirely prudent to put your
hands-in the straps furnished in the
street cars for overflow passengers.
Turn one of these straps In any cai
not fresh from the shops Inside out
and th<» reason will be plain. Handled
as they are by all sorte.and conditions
of men, they are really carriers of dis
case. The abraded skin of your finger
may touch an infected spot, and dan
gerous bacteria may adhere to It, which
at the next movement of the hand may
be transferred to the delicate tissues
of the mouth or eyes.— Exchange.

Always Bought

^Vegetable Preparationfor As

similating theFoodandRegulaof
ling the Stomachs andBawels

provision

lTVKÀN

renders α woven cloth unnecessary lo
this primitive people. The only fabric
used In that purt of the world is a
crude, tough paper made of bast The
tree from whlch'the material Is derived

ls/(

Bears the

H 111) Kl. Ν

Signature

Promoles Digeslion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither

of

Opium.Morpliiue norXineral.

Is the paper mulberry, or Broussonetla
papyrlfera, which is grown In plantations under the sole charge of women
und Is also found wild in all parts of
the Islands. In archipelagoes so highly advanced as Samoa and Tonga,
where women have 110110 of the coarser
work to do, the entire care of the mulberry plantations rwsts with the wom-

Kût Narcotic.

/bctp- ofOld tirSAMUEL PTTCJOfi

Seul'

In
Use

Alx.Smuta «
[LtAtUt Smlts
staurStrd *

Sû*.

lUrrftStvd

of each village.
The trees are planted closely to Insure a spindling growth without lat-

en

Aperfccl Remedy forConslipa-

Γιοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

For Over

Worms,Convulsions, Fevensh-

ness

and LOSS OF SLEEP.

FacSimilc Signature

about three years from planting
tree will be in the best condition for
the clothuiakers. In that time It will
attain α height of twelve feet or more,
and the trunk will have a uniform diameter of rather less than two inches.
About four foot of the trunk is waste
and not available for the particular
purpose for which the tree is grown;
the first two feet from the base Is too
tough to work well, and the two feet
at the top is too soft. If the tree Is

οΓ

Thirty

NEW YORK.

DOSJ

JjC I

S

Years

CASTQ3IA

Alb nioiilh·» old
Ν ι s

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

β ITT.
THt OCNTAUH COMPANY. NCW TOAB

properly grown and left to mature,
there will be available for the cloth,
maker a stick of eight feet in the clear
and as straight as α measuring rod,
without knots or branches and of uniNew York
form girth throughout

Cross
Children

—

Tribune.

A Story of α Father'· Love.
has an only daughter.
Old Mr.
They are of lowly rank, but he Is honest and industrious. By trnde he Is a
puddler In a foundry, and he earns
.50 a day. Twenty years ago the
wife and mother died, and the child of

a few doeee
usually have nomethlng wrong inside. Often It le worms. Give
be expelled If
of True's Flu Worm Elixir. If worms art1 present t hey will
a
as
acts
tonic, blood
no worms exist True'· Kltxlr can >lo no harm, but
many ailments common
purifier; cures constipation, biliousness and all tbe
or bowel*.
liver
stomach,
to chlldhoo<° that can be traced to disordered
Is
Worm· cauie much Illness and may cause death before their presence
children
their
of
take
the precaution
giving
suspected. Every family should

five became the old man's pet. Twelve
years ago be sold his property and
spent all his money In sending her
abroad tQ study music. She came back

TRUES

years ago a famous singer and a
matchless beauty and refused to own
her futher. lie has moved to the east
ehle In order that by living on a pittance he may have $20 every week to
give her to buy clothes. Every week
he sentis It. and every week she spends
It, though she neither sees nor writes
to him. Week after week he grows a
little prouder and also a little sadder.—
City Missionary in Ladies' Ilome Jour-

Pin Worm

two

ELIXIR
Olvo True'· Elixir to the children at
Intervals, to guard against worms.
regularbeen
In use since 1*01. As good for
Itlias
grown people a* for children. It Is purely
vegetable. Harmless under any conditions, for children or udultf. & cts. a
bottle at druggists. Write for free l»ook

··Children and Thrir Divntrs"

Dr. J. F.True & Co., Auburn, Me.

nal.

Special treatment for Tape Worm.

Strum.

of the kettle is lifted, the
If the
boiling water seems to be covered by
α cloud of white steam, but this cloud
did not exist before the cover was
raised. It has been formed by the sudden cooling of the vapor. In a glass
boiler which is either completely sealed or provided with only a narrow outlet for the vapor the space above the
water is perfectly transparent uud ap-

Write for free

pamphlet.

cover

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !
Of

Every

Doecrlptlon.

Our Stock

parently empty.

B SLEIGHS ^

A Clever Jap.
Λ marvelous feat is recorded of a
IIo entered
young Japanese student.
the University of Berlin some years
ago as a medical student, being then
entirely ignorant of German as well as
of science, yet in three months he passed an examination conducted in German, including several branches of the

has arrived.

Come and

them.

see

H. P. MILLETT,
SOUTH I'ARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

medical curriculum.
HIn Fierce

Fxpreaalon.

Photographer— Ix>ok pleasant, generRemember this picture Is for your
al.

friends.
The General—Λ soldier should have
This picture is for my
no friends, sir.
enemies to look at.—Chicago News.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,
Kor nlxtv years the NEW-VORK WEEKLY TRIUUNK ha«
bc»n a national Weekly ni wsiiaper, re.ul almost entirely by farmer«, an·! lias «.nj«»yc«I the confidence ami support of the American
people tu a degree m ver attained by any similar public., tlun.

A

NEW-YORK

TRIUNE

FARMER

The llr-t
Is made absolutely fur farmers an>l their families.
number was Isaued Nov. 7th, 1901.
I· very depnrtmi nt «f agricultural Industry Is eovcrvl by special
contributors who are leaders In their respective line*, «·-<! the
IRIIU'NE KARMhR will be In every fenee, a hljfh claes, up to
lllutlraU·!
date, live, enterprising agricultural pn|w>r,
with pictures of live st<x k, model farm bull Ings ami iiomes, agrl
cultural machinery, etc.
KarmeriT wive», sons and dauglit 're will lin I spec'al page* for
their entcitulnment.
Regular price, fl (*) per vear, hut you can buy !t with your
favorite home weekly m w-paper, THE OXKOUI» l>i MOCRAT,
one year for #2 in).
Send vour subscriptions and money to TIIK OXK<>RI> PKM
OCRAT, South Paris, Me.

NEW

profusely

a

The mountains ore always moving
That candidate who places himself in down Into the valleys. When spring-

the hands of his friends at the convention is likely to be left on their hands
after the votes have been counted.

laic With

for them himself.
They undertook

—

CAKEB.

BÀlSIÔAN C08TUME8.

be without bells and at the same time
asked the men if they could make
three for the church, promising to pay

to do thlH. They
tinker, a carpenter
and a shoemaker. When next the traveler passed that way, he found the
Oxford.
three men ringing three bells which
If men were judged according to their said, "Ting, tong, pluff," being made
CUP CAKE.
sons what would the world think of respectively of tin, wood and leather!—
Cup cake is about as good as pound
Washington and Shakespeare and Ctesar? London Tit-Bits.
of
butis
One
and
cake,
cup
cheaper.
ter, two cups of sugar, three cups of
A Story of Mark Twain.
flour, and four eggs, well-beaten toImportant to Moth·ρ·.
gether, and baked in pans or cups. Bake
"I met Murk Twnln on a river Rteamof
bottle
CASTORIA,
y—da» carefully rrery
twenty minutes, and no more.
er when he was α very young innn,"
IMfiiad rare remedy for LnfuU and children,
said an aged westerner. "At that time
TEA CAKE.
and aee that it
he was rather a gaunt young fellow,
There is a kind of tea cake still
with sleepy southern manners nnd a
Three cups of sugar, three
cheaper.
ct
drawl peculiar to the river town In
eggs, one cup of butter, one cup of milk, Blgaetnn
a teaspoonful of dissolved pearlash, and
Missouri. Something In my appearla Uaa For Over SO Teen.
four cups of flour, well beat up. If it is
Tba Kind Toe Bare Always Bought ance attracted his attention, for he
so stiff it will not stir easily, add a little
stored Intently at me whenever we
more milk.
met. It so happened that I wore on
If faint heart never won fair lady a lot one foot an Indian moccaeln, having
ELECTION CAKE.
of the women are badly mistaken conbeen Injured shortl." before.
Old-fashioned election cake is made of
cerning their looks.
four pounds of flour; three-quarters of a
"Finally I demanded, with some Irripound of butter; four eggs; one pound COUGH SETTLED OX HER LUNGS. tation. whether he had ever seen mo
of sugar; one pound of currants, or
before. He looked me over and drawlraisins if you choose; half a pint of good
"My daughter had a terrible cough ed:
on hor lungs," says X.
can
settled
it
which
with
milk
as
soft
as
it
wet
"
yeast;
face —Is —familiar.*
'Well
your
"We tried a
Set to Jackson of Danville, 111.
be and be moulded on a board.
he <!r pped his eyes to the deck
Then
rise over night in winter, three hours is great many remedies without relief, unwith η iro'il.led frown. 'But—I—can't
usually enough in warm weather for it til we gave her Foley's Honey and Tar,
"
Refuse substitutes. —recall—your—feet.'
A loaf the size of commo flour which cured her."
to rise.
OxCo.
Orin
A
Stevens,
bread should bake three-quarters of an F. A. Shurtleff
ford.
Why Mountains Never Grow Smaller.
hour.
CARAWAT

Τ"

The plant will grow
it Is necessary to send out 400 men, eral branches.
a climate there Is
such
In
seed.
from
each
of
and on the 1st and the 15th
no difficulty about getting things to
month 000 collectors go out"
has shown that
These collectors were uniformed grow, but experience
better results follow the planting of
in
leather
pouches,
men,
carrying
the sturdier wild trees. In
which they have the matured notes twigs from
the

Is the banking system of
continental Europe in its uses by the

good puddings and pies.

A plain, unexpensive apple pudding
out a bit of
may be made by
common pie-crust, and tilling it full of
quartered apples; tied up in a bag, and
boiled an hour and a half; if the apple*
are sweet, it will take two hours, for
Some people
acid things cook easily.
like little dumplings, made by rolling
and
one
cored, in a piece
apple, pared
up
of crust, and tying them up in spots all
These do not need to be
over the bag.
boiled more than an hour; three-quarters is enough if the apples are tender.

literally

undeveloped

cures.
for piles. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
For bruises, sores and skin diseases it is
common use can be made with five eggs
Beware of counterfeits.
to a quart of milk, sweetened with brown unequalled.
or nutwith
cinnamon
and
spiced
sugar,
That student who lingers around the
It is well to
meg, and very little ealt.
foot of his class may eventually become
boil your milk and set it away till it gets a first-class
chiropodist.

Custard

rolling

Are You

a

batter

Laxative

That is, do you believe in signs?
You will if you ever have signs
of indigestion. If you want to
remove lx>th signs ami indiges-

Scientific American.

ο

ο

[Example: Doubly behead

for

or

BIRD'S NEST PUDDING.
If you wish to make what is called
"bird's nest pudding", prepare your cus- ^hia signature i« on every box of th· genula·
tard—take eight or ten pleasant apples,
t»m·*·
pare them and dig out the core, but leave
»β remedy that raro· α cold In am 4aj
a
them
in
set
them whole,
pudding dish,
pour your custard over them, and bake
You don't have to look at a girl to
them about thirty minutes.
know if she is pretty; look at the men
APPLE PUDDING.
who are looking at her.

Super-

Αητοηβ tending a sketch and description ma»
whether an
quickly ascertain eur opinion freeConiniutilcaInvention 1* probably patentable.
tlonsstrtctly c-mttdentlul. Handbook on t'ateuts
sent free. Oldest lu'en, ν for securm* («aient».
Patents taken tbrouxli Munn A Co. receive
iffciui nolle*, without vharwo, lu tbo

ο

·

No.

stitious?

postal or telephone to
you a supply promptly.

ο

Ο

No. SI.—Doubly

F. A Shurtleff & Co

pudding,

BREAD PUDDING.

very

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Headache aud Grippe. They break up a Cold
quicklv, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from che system. Guaranteed to * cure.
caita. For sale by
Try them,

Street

COAL!

ο

Ο

BAUER'S

II

colors.
Name

A

Ο

tain metal.

Clear*·· io<l beaut:fleeth· bair.
Tr toto'.e· a luxuriant growth.
Never Fall· to Barter* Gray
U~.r to lta Youthful Color.
Cure* m p il wuw Ji bair rolt^ |

in 30
clopaedia Britannica, complete
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and snowing
illustrations of the library in natural

City and

·

block of the size of a brick built Into a
wall, as a hold for the nails of wood2. A stroug alcoholic liquor,
work.
originally manufactured in Holland. 3.
The fruit of u certain tree. 4. A cer-

PACKER'S
FAIR BALSAM

edition

Common flour

cold.
·
·
Boiling milk enriches so much
•
that boiled skim milk is about as good
La grippe coughs yield quickly to the
Tfce loft diamond: 1. The egg of any
as new milk. A little cinnamon or lemon wonderful curative qualities of Foley's
small Insect. 2. A large cask. 3. A
peel or peach leaves, if you do not dis- Honey and Tar. There is nothing else
small horse. 4. A weapon.
like the taste, boiled in the milk, and "just as good."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
2. A
The central diamond: 1. No.
afterwards strained from it, give a pleas- Orin Stevens, Oxford.
number.
4.
A
snare.
A
min3.
or
Bake
fifteen
ant
flavor.
weight.
twenty
The right diamond: 1. A wooden utes.
There are any number of ways to get

installments, But

Never Before

Diamond·.

·

0

•

h
°.ffer
Limited

■

IS 35 6

30 10 art 15 18 β 18 1# 8

7

•

Λί5

Sifted Indian meal and
five hours.
Tour life isn't worth living unless you
warm milk should be stirred together
pretty stiff. A little salt, and two or ι hink it is.
three great spoonfule of molasses, added;
Dr.
"A dose in time saves lives."
a spoonful of ginger, if you like that
1
Pine Syrup; nature's
spice. Boil it in a tight covered pan, or ι Vood's Norway
emedy for coughs, colds, pulmonary
a very thick cloth; if the water gets in,
sort.
it will ruin it. Leave plenty of room for < liscases of every
The milk
Indian swells very much.
Idealists plan things; plain men do
with which you mix it should be merely
hem.
the
pudding
warm; if it be scalding,
Some people chop
will break to pieces.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kidney
sweet suet fine, and warm in the milk; ind bladder right.
Contains nothing
some others warm thin slices of sweet
njuriotis. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin
into
the
stirred
be
to
pudding.
Oxford.
apple
Stevens,
Water will answer instead of milk.
The average man deceives himself
FLOUR OR BATTER PUDDING.
1 >ftener than he does others.

or

33 14 21 4

will be
30 Superb Octavo volumes
Delivered Free Into your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly

Bear In Mind 7h:it
So do not Delay, for

17 Id

A STRONG GUARANTEE.

1 un such a risk when in Bauer's Instant
BAKED INDIAN PUDDING.
* tough Cure you have a remedy that acts
Scald
baked.
is
Indian pudding
good
It is pleasant to take
( [uick and sure.
will
milk
of
milk
do),
a quart
(skimmed
1 nd does not cause that nausea at the
and stir in seven tablespoonfuls of sifted
use
f tomacb so commonly following the
Indian meal, a teaspoonful of salt, a tea- * >f other
cough cures. Children can take
a great spoonful
and
of
molasses,
cupful
Cure and they
Bake 1 Jauer's Instant Cough
of ginger or sifted cinnamon.
This famous. remedy is sold
1 ike it
three or four hours. If you want whey,
possible,
little inder the strongest guarantee
you must be sure and pour in a
f it does not do the work your money
cold milk after it is all mixed.
sale by
For
refunded.
rill be cheerfully
BOILED INDIAN PUDDING.
p. A. Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dudley, BryIndian pudding should be boiled four j .ut'sPond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Λ nice pudding may be made of bits
t 34 25 8 11 1
They should be crumbled
Find the name of a well known au- of bread.
In the
and soaked in milk over night.
thor.
morning beat up three eggs with it, add
Start with a certain letter, and for
a pan
in
or
a little salt, tie up in a bag,
the second letter of hie name count as tliat will exclude every drop of water,
many letters to the right as the num- and boil it little more than an hour. No
ber under the selected letter Indicates. puddings should be put into the pot, till
Bread prepared in the
For the third letter of his name count the water boils.
as many letters to the right (or If the same way makes good plum puddings.
four
number carries you to the end continue Milk enough to make it quite soft;
a little cinnamon; a teaspoonful
from the first letter on the top line) as eggs;
of rose water; a teacupful of molasses,
the number under the second letter in- nr smrar to vour taste, if vou Drefer it: a
dicates and so on.
few dry, clean raisins sprinkled in, and
The name Is composed of seven let- stirred up thoroughly, is all that is necters.
essary. It should bake or boil two hours.

patterns and clean

NORWAY,

SOME OLD-FASHIONED RECIPES.

HPIAQTMTLE

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

Encyclopedia

HOUSEWIFE.

FOREIGN BANK METHOD'S.
For Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, InfluThe lladCT(lopt4 Syetem la Cm la
{ nza, Whooping Congh and all Throat
Cuutlnentnl Da rope.
Instant
Bauer's
t nd Lung
troubles,
to be
A bank check is looked upon with
conceded
is
Cure
generally
tough
no small
he quickest ana surest remedy known suspicion In Italy. Practically
and
ο science. It loosens and oiears the bron- tradesman would take a check,
bial tubes and prevents pneumonia, none of them keeps a bank account. It
tonstant coughing racks and inflames was still more surprising to me to find
he lungs. It weakens their action and that such a statement would be almost
onsumption often follows. Why do you
true of Paris itself. I was

ding, is easily made. Those who live in
the country can beat up five or six egge
with a quart of milk and a little salt,
with flour enough to make it just thick
enough to pour without difficulty. Those
Then terror will ndd to my pokerlsh pain."
who live in the city and are obliged to
buy
eggs, can do with three eggs to a
Ko. W.-A Well Kaown Author.
quart, and more flour in proportion.
0DRNQVXZBJ8FWKCU Boil about three-quarters of an hour.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

The New Werner
Edition of the....

precious

stone.

et.

up stock.

$1.00 CASH

syllable

2. Prefix the same syllable to a part
if the flag nnd have a president of the
"nlted States.
8. IYfflx the same syllable to a macidumlzed road and have a slender fish
vith a pointed head.
4. Prefix the syllable to a beast'?
air and have a rich, cultivated spot
6. Prefix to country and have a chap-

Carpets

Wool

JOB PRINTING.

^ ONE

sale

of a ship and

2. Behead the fore part
lave a riot
3. Ho Lead a thing of little Importance
ind have a weapon.

A LOW PRICE

■··-

.■: ■><»«
u r« pumu -Ko
Vl
7 WŒporST? Γ·.Ι·Γ
^ ^
H Vl»( *
mu
Iibm» o DB. H. H.KLIJI1.IA
■ M>i
r»on4*t ML
™ 931 Arch Street. Philadelphia.

■

*T1.

mWoriVyThiahaa £aan

Annual

NERVE RESTORED
4·»
Or·:

Xo. 40.—Brkradmrnt·.
1. Behead a body tapering to a point
a nuwtorn a circular base and have

Beecham's Pill· have for many years bet J the *<
popular fam.'ly medicine wherever the English
language is spoken, and they now stand without 1
■>
a rival.
*
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug stores.

STOPPED FRO
Permanently Cured fcf
OR. KLINES CREAT
kftrr

THE FRUGAL

sua^rk'fcriifo-iSs
Baaeham'm PUt» racommand tham-

Reasonable Prices.
fr U

orrnpondence on topic· of Interest totbe l*d'«
In solicited. Addreu : Editor Hohkmakku·
Column, Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Malr«

Beaoham'a PUJa hava^ tha 4

that

tha

AΓ

Ne

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

OLD

PAPER

Nriul your iinme mid mldrr*» to tlir ÎVKW-TOKK
frw
Tit I III >. I". r.UtnEII, :¥e%»-York city, and a
niiiple ro|ty will l>e mailed to you

■

I SO WEARY.

Weary and worn out all the
time. Back weak and lame and
Headache, Nervous,

aching.

Restless, Excitable. The Kid-

neys

are

sick.

W.

HILLS,
Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Prices in the

Doan's

Kidney Pills
cure

VIVIAN

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
backache to complicated urinary

common

disorders.

Mrs. Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornley street,
Pawtueket, It. I„ says: "Doan's Kidney
Pills have been used by both my husband
and two daughters, aud the relief obtained
In every case was very satisfactory. My
busband was bothered off and on for a long
time with palus across his back, which at

times became very severe. I saw Doan's
Kidney rills advertised, and procured a
box from W. L. Wood's drug store. Ho
used them, and In a very short time was rid
of the backache. I always keep Doan's
Kidney Pills on hand, aud would not be

without them."
For sale by all druggists; 50 cents.
ter-Mllburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

F08-

Soft
Harness
Ton can make your har·
neee m soft m a glove
end m tough u wire by
uelng BIIKGKA Her.
■ eee Oil.
You can
lengthen It» life— mekelt
lut twice u long ea It
ordinarily would.

CASTORIA For infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought

Bears the

//Ç">

Sign0afture

■

""

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

EUREKA

Harness Oil

Bakee a poor looking bar·
neaa like new. Hade of
pore, heavy bodied oil, eepeclaliy prepared to wlU>etand the weather.
Bold everywhere
In rani-all »l»ee.

kf STANDARD OIL CO.

A Model Child.
Dickie- Pa, were you a gooder boy'n
PHOTOGRAPHIC
me when you w-ere as little a· me?
SUPPLIES !
I
Dickie.
was
Father—Yes, indeed,
always a very good boy, but somehow
W. P.
or other I had a great many serious
and painful misunderstandings with
•S Halo St., South Parik, He.
my parents.—Detroit Free Presa.
Mall order» promptly filled.
1

&

MAXIM,

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

